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I. Abstract  

This report describes the design, input and results of a model that explores the possible benefits 

of a dual sourcing strategy with emergency shipments for perishables compared to a single 

sourcing strategy. The aim of the model is to provide insights in when and how the emergency 

shipments can be used while taking into account lost sales, outdating and emergency supply 

cost. Moreover, a business case for the perishables supply chain of the SPAR Holding will show 

insights in how such a strategy could be implemented and if this implementation would be 

feasible in terms of cost.  
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II. Management summary 

This part will summarize the research performed at SPAR Holding. SPAR Holding is a 

nationwide retail company which supports the SPAR franchisers. In 2009, the SPAR Holding 

had 450 stores under the name SPAR and Attent. Furthermore the SPAR Holding delivers to 

another 200 neutral locations. SPAR stores are usually found in villages and suburbs of cities 

with 2000 to 4000 inhabitants. The average floor space of a SPAR retail store is generally 

between 150 and 600 m
2
. SPAR aims to position itself as the best local store for fresh products. 

Therefore, in this project there is a focus on the perishables supply chain. 

 

Project context 

In the previous years the supermarket branch has become more and more competitive. 

Acquisitions and autonomous growth have created a shift in the supermarket branch from a 

diversified market with many supermarket chains to a market with a few large and therefore 

dominant players. In order to stay competitive it is important to increase or maintain the current 

service levels, while minimizing cost. 

If the aim is to increase service level normally one can just increase the safety stock level, 

however in perishable supply chains there are additional considerations. A higher safety level 

for inventory directly causes the average age of the product to rise at the moment of sale and 

thus leads to lower quality and a higher percentage of obsolete products. This will lead to less 

sales and more cost.  

We established that the customer image of SPAR is below average. Therefore, improving 

availability, freshness and the assortment selection could in the long term generate extra 

turnover. The supply chain of SPAR is capable of delivering the products with a short enough 

throughput time. However, since the average drop sizes are small and distribution is costly, 

almost all stores are delivered only three times each week. This schedule, without daily 

delivery, creates difficulties for balancing outdating and lost sales.  

 

Dual sourcing with emergency shipments 

Different solutions to improve fill rates, i.e. overcome lost sales, or avoid outdating, that are 

found in literature all have their drawbacks. A possible solution that combines most of the 

currently available best practices and minimizes or mitigates the drawbacks is dual sourcing. 

Aiming to find an optimal ratio between lost sales and outdating, Lardinois (2010) modeled a 

dual sourcing strategy with in store product finalization where the local finalization was 

modeled as an emergency shipment with a very short lead time. This research inspired us to 

redesign the model to a dual sourcing strategy with actual emergency shipments (Figure 1) and 

was extended to include the specific situation at SPAR. The advantage of actual dual shipments 

over local finalization is that we can use the strategy for all perishables and not only where local 

finalization is an option. The emergency shipments strategy is effective by the means of e.g. 

increasing the delivery frequency, reducing lead time and reducing demand uncertainty.  

Regular shipment (L1)

Emergency shipment (L2)

Sales   

Outdating

Store

DC

 
FIGURE 1: EMERGENCY SHIPMENT MODEL 
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In this research the following research question was used; 

“Is implementing a dual sourcing strategy with emergency shipments beneficial for SPAR 

when considering the total relevant cost of outdating, lost sales and emergency supply?” 

 

Model 

Based on a preliminary supply chain analysis the model was redesigned to include actual 

emergency shipments and the SPAR settings. Discrete event simulation was used to derive the 

optimal safety stock combination for emergency and regular supply under different cost 

settings. The model assumes stochastic demand and FIFO or LIFO withdrawal behavior. 

Furthermore, the simulation model includes the cost of outdating, lost sales and emergency 

supply and compares the total relevant cost with a single sourcing strategy. In total 720 unique 

combinations of different products and sales characteristics were simulated under 48 cost 

settings and three scenarios. The three scenarios that were simulated are; 

I. Daily delivery for regular orders and an emergency order lead time of zero days; 

II. Once per two days delivery for regular orders and an emergency lead time of zero days;  

III. Once per two days delivery for regular orders and an emergency lead time of one day 

with emergency ordering only on days without regular ordering. 

For each scenario, the results of each parameter input level were aggregated. This provided 

insights on the influence for the particular parameter on the results. 

 

Model input 

In order to provide the input for the model an extensive analysis of the supply chain, sales 

characteristics and customer behavior was made. For the analysis different data collection 

methods were used; a point of sale (POS) data analysis, a store audit at 6 locations and parallel 

to the store audit a customer questionnaire among 984 customers was performed. 

The POS analysis was used to estimate the fill rate and to determine the input levels of the 

products characteristics as mean demand, shelf life and demand mean and variance. 

Furthermore, based on the sales and product characteristics, we determined the main traffic 

drivers for SPAR and recommended particular categories to use with emergency shipments. 

Also the current situation of the SPAR regarding ready rate and outdating will be shown. The 

cost levels for outdating and lost sales were derived from the sales- and customer behavior 

analysis. The customer behavior, e.g. out of stock response, was analyzed by using the results of 

the questionnaire and POS data analysis to provide an indication on the cost level of lost sales 

for SPAR. Considering that every store and situation is different we searched for relevant 

differences to determine if differentiation in implementing or operating emergency shipments 

was necessary. 

Based on the analysis we concluded that the SPAR customers buy their weekly groceries at 

the competitor retail stores, if reasonably possible, and will buy the day fresh items and 

forgotten groceries at SPAR. The main traffic drivers for SPAR were found to be; fruit & 

vegetables, bread, lunch meats and dairy. These categories also account for a large part of the 

out of stocks and outdating at the SPAR store. Except for bread, these categories and current 

supply chain characteristics make them suitable for including in the emergency shipments. 

Relevant store differences were found meaning there should be differentiation between the 

stores in the way how we implement and operate the emergency shipments. Although multiple 

cost factors levels are used as input for SPAR, we can conclude that the lost sales cost is higher 

than average. 
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Model Results 

The simulation results showed that emergency shipments are most beneficial when there are no 

daily deliveries and the lead time of emergency supply is zero. An interesting finding is that 

under more „extreme‟ circumstances when higher fill rates are achieved by very high safety 

stocks the regular supply is more beneficial than the dual supply. Overall we find that under 

every parameter level that is simulated there are situations where dual supply outperforms single 

supply.  

The results show that even under high emergency supply cost (twice the product value) the 

emergency shipments are still beneficial for a retail store. The results with the SPAR parameters 

and levels show that using the emergency is even more beneficial than the general results 

already showed. We found an average cost saving of 3,9%. The model shows that for SPAR 

simply moving to a regular review of one while maintaining single sourcing will have an even 

better cost performance but this option is also more costly to implement. Emergency orders will 

be far less costly to operate since the emergency orders occur less frequent and the order sizes 

are smaller. Furthermore reducing the regular review to one will lead to additional costs that are 

not included in the model.  

 

Conclusions  

The aim of the project was to find out if implementing a dual sourcing strategy could be feasible 

for SPAR when considering the relevant costs of outdating, emergency cost and lost sales.  

The simulation results shown that store managers should strive to maintain the optimal fill 

rate, and thus reduce out of stocks, even when this means that store manager himself should buy 

at the competitor supermarket, specialist or wholesale supplier.   

With this research we have showed that implementing emergency shipments will in the long 

term generate extra turnover and could thus be recommended for SPAR.  

Because of the low volumes increasing the delivery frequency to daily delivery is too costly but 

the introduction of the dual supply strategy with emergency shipments will make further 

differentiation of products and delivery frequency possible for products that really require a 

higher delivery frequency. 

If SPAR is maintaining the current delivery schedule and wants to offer a relative wide 

assortment, keep the customers at SPAR and does not want high outdating in return, dual 

sourcing with emergency shipments could be the way to go for the future. 

Furthermore, the results shown here can also be applied to retailers that have a similar 

situation, meaning a regular review period larger than or equal to two.  

 

Recommendations  

 Assortment; based on the category-, sales- and supply chain characteristics include the 

categories; (cut) F&V, lunch meats and dairy in the emergency shipment assortment.  

 Store differences: differentiate between higher and lower competition stores when 

implementing and operating the dual shipment strategy.  

 Distribution: Further research is needed on the various ways in which the distribution of 

the emergency orders can be arranged. An optimal situation is where the distribution is 

outsourced to a service provider and only marginal costs have to be paid. 

 Sharing the benefits: equally divide the costs and benefits between store and franchisor. 

 Store operations; create wide support among store managers and involve them in an early 

stage of the implementation process.  
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1. Introduction 

This chapter will introduce the research project. The research will consist of the 

conceptualization, modeling and simulation of a dual sourcing strategy with emergency 

shipments in a retail environment. The research is performed in cooperation with SPAR, the 

largest supermarket chain under one name in the world. In this chapter we will provide the 

background information on SPAR worldwide, followed by a description of the structure and the 

environment of SPAR Netherlands where the research was performed. After the introduction of 

SPAR the initial problem description will be provided. This was the first step in determining the 

specific research direction that is followed here. Finally we will show the outline for the 

remainder of the report. 

1.1 Company structure 

SPAR International 

All SPAR organizations in the different countries are separate companies, but are united in 

SPAR International. This organization, which has his head quarters in the Netherlands, 

coordinates all international activities between the several countries. These activities are; 

protection of the corporate identity, promotional activities, branding, formula development and 

exchange of knowledge. SPAR is internationally seen as the largest food retail organization 

under one name in the world with approximately 13.510 SPAR stores, spread over 33 countries. 

In 2008 the turnover noted 27 billion €. 

 

SPAR Netherlands 

In the Netherlands, SPAR is represented by SPAR Holding B.V. SPAR Holding B.V. is a 

nationwide retail company (franchisor) which supports the franchisers stores (franchisee). 

Throughout this report SPAR Holding B.V. will be named SPAR. SPAR is owned by Sperwer 

(45%), Sligro Food Group (45%) and the other 10% is owned by the franchisers. In 2009 SPAR 

Netherlands had 450 stores under the name SPAR and Attent and delivers to another 200 neutral 

locations under a different name. All stores are franchisers which mean they are independent 

although have to follow the guidelines set by the SPAR concept. Every franchiser receives a 

share in the SPAR franchisor when entering the SPAR Format. SPAR Holding does not own 

stores themselves. SPAR organizes the distribution of products but also arranges the category 

management, marketing, education, acquisition etc. There is an option for franchisers to 

purchase via other routes than SPAR. However this will decrease the discount rate on the items 

which are bought at SPAR.  

 

Superunie 

SPAR is participating in the Superunie. Superunie is a purchase organization which serves 14 

independent retail organizations in the Netherlands. The organization serves 1800 stores in total 

which combined have a market share of approximately 30 percent. In order for SPAR to gain 

purchasing power, participation in the Superunie is essential. A large part of the SPAR suppliers 

are Superunie suppliers although not all products are sourced via Superunie.  
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1.2 Concept 

SPAR stores are usually found in villages and suburbs with 2000 to 4000 inhabitants. The stores 

are positioned within walking distance of the target customer and are preferably managed by 

local entrepreneurs. The offerings and services are tuned to the local requirements, although the 

core concept is the same nationwide. In the Netherlands in general there are three concepts; 

Eurospar, SPAR&Joy and SPAR Express. These concepts all have their specific sizes and 

characteristics. The average floor space of a SPAR retail store is generally between 150 and 600 

square meters depending on the concept (SPAR, 2010). SPAR aims to position it selves as the 

best store for fresh products and close to the customer. The current focus is on offering a wide 

assortment and fresh products. Furthermore, the SPAR private label has an important place in 

the assortment. A goal for the private label is that in every product group the SPAR private label 

is an option for the customer. The private label is positioned as A-list quality for an attractive 

price. In general the SPAR grocery stores are positioned in the service segment, more 

specifically the neighborhood stores segment (Table 1.1). This segment can be described by; 

reasonable service, close to the customer and high price levels. 

 

TABLE 1.1 POSITIONING OF DIFFERENT CONCEPTS (EFMI BUSINESS SCHOOL, 2009). 

Segment Description Concept 

Full service
(1)

 High service with above average 

price levels 

Albert Heijn,  Plus,  Super de Boer 

Neigborhood stores
(1)

 Reasonable service, close by, high  

price levels  

Attent,  Coop,   E-markt,  Golff,  

Meermarkt, SPAR 

Value for money Average service with  average 

price levels 

C1000,  Dekamarkt,  EM-TÉ,  Jan Linders, 

MCD,  Poiesz,  Sanders,  Vomar 

Service discount
(2)

 Above average service with 

attractive price levels 

Deen,  Hoogvliet,  Jumbo,  Supercoop 

Brand discount
(2)

 Average service with attractive 

price levels 

Boni,  Bas,  Digros,  Dirk,  Nettorama 

Hard discount Low service with low price levels  Aldi ,  Lidl 
(1)

 Together the service segment  
 (2)

 Together the quality discount segment,   

The concepts of the SPAR stores can be summarized by the following five statements 

1. Good quality, realistic price level 

2. Complete and well-organized 

3. Modern and clear 

4. Nearby and friendly 

5. Easy and honest 

1.3 Position  

SPAR has reached a market share of 2.3% in 2009 (Table 1.2). As can be seen SPAR is 

regarded as one of the smaller retailers in terms of market share. However, if we look at the 

number of stores, SPAR in fact is number three in the list. When including roughly 200 neutral 

stores even second place. These figures combined show that total volume is low and total 

volume per store is even lower compared to the top 7 retailers (total of 75% market share). As 

mentioned earlier SPAR is participating in the Superunie purchase organization which together 

has a market share of around 30%. This participation results in higher purchasing power, 

necessary in order to compete with the large national retailers. 
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TABLE 1.2: MARKET SHARE AND # OF STORES OF DUTCH GROCERY CHAINS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.4 Problem context 

1.4.1 External environment 

Market Environment 

In the previous years the supermarket branch has become more and more competitive. 

Acquisitions and autonomous growth have created a shift in the supermarket branch from a 

diversified market with many supermarket chains to a market with a few large and therefore 

dominant players. Recent year‟s competition even decreased the profit margins on products, 

since price drops were necessary to stay competitive. This external environment of the recent 

years however is not expected to change. In the upcoming periods the continuing competition 

will create more pressure on retailers to lower prices and decrease margins, in order to gain or 

maintain market share, or even to survive as an independent retailer. Since margins for suppliers 

and retailers are already low, it is necessary to decrease operational cost or increase turnover. 

The operational cost of the retailer mainly exist of labor, transportation and overhead cost. 

These costs are not likely to decrease since wages and gasoline prices are not expected to 

decline. This creates even more pressure on working more efficient. 

 

The retail (perishables) supply chain 

Besides the fact that perishables are distributed with cooled transport, the perishables supply 

chain is clearly different from the non-perishable supply chain. Due to their fragility and 

perishability, handling these products is more complex and holds higher risks than non-

perishables (Thron et al., 2007). There are additional considerations in perishable supply chains. 

A higher safety level for inventory directly causes the average age of the product to rise at the 

moment of sale and thus leads to lower quality and higher percentage of obsolete products. 

Besides, the different expiration dates have to be controlled throughout the supply chain; the 

inventory throughput strategies have an important influence on the percentage of obsolete 

products. The high frequency of deliveries and short shelf life creates a complex supply chain 

which needs to be coordinated effectively. In the past, working with a large number of suppliers 

Nr. stores 2009 

Albert Heijn 824 

Aldi 473 

SPAR Holding 450  

C1000 371 

Lidl 328 

Super de Boer 299 

Plus 267 

Jumbo 128 

Detailconsult 96 

Emté 78 

Hoogvliet 59 

Deen 59 

Vomar 53 

Poiesz 50 

Golff 45 

Market Share  2009 

Albert Heijn 32,80% 

C1000 11,70% 

Aldi 8,30% 

Super de Boer 6,50% 

Plus 6,00% 

Lidl 5,40% 

Jumbo 4,90% 

Superunie (other) 4,80% 

Detailconsult 4,20% 

SPAR Holding 2,30% 

Deen 1,90% 

Hoogvliet 1,90% 

Emté 1,80% 

Vomar 1,70% 

Poiesz 0,90% 

Golff 0,80% 
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was seen as beneficial, since competition between the suppliers assured cost reductions (Wilson, 

1996). However, this led to quality reductions in order to offer the lowest price and no 

incentives were present to invest or to create the overall lowest cost. Throughout the last 

decades the grocery industry was aware of the importance of efficient supply chain management 

and initiated multiple initiatives to optimize the supply chain. Some of the most well known 

initiatives are for example; Collaborative Planning Forecasting and Replenishment (CPFR), 

Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) and Efficient Consumer Response (ECR). Almost all of the 

initiatives focus on close relationships with suppliers and customers where information is 

shared, in order to create a cost efficient and responsive supply chain by synchronizing (parts 

of) the supply chain.  

1.4.2 Internal environment 

History of SPAR 

The company SPAR started as a wholesale supplier, but since a few years ago the SPAR started 

moving towards a retail organization. The old way of working is in some parts of the company 

still present. Many products which were added to the assortment during that time still exist, 

creating a too broad assortment considering the demand. This history also means that SPAR 

does not own a single store, all the stores are franchisers. This structure makes it harder to 

experiment with promotions, store planograms and layouts and it will be more difficult to 

convince the SPAR retailer to a way of working which will benefit him. Moreover, a possible 

result of this history is that information about the store (operations) is hardly available. Store 

inventory positions, outdating, out of stocks and actual sales data were or are not available.  

 

Volumes 

As is seen from the market share and number of stores which are supplied by SPAR the 

volumes can be regarded as (very) low. These low volumes handled by SPAR cause 

inefficiencies, mainly in transportation, handling and freshness since not only at DC level 

volumes are low but especially in the stores. Inefficiencies are mainly caused by a lack of 

economies of scale. In order to maintain the quality of the products and avoid outdating of 

perishables, products are ordered in small batches. To accommodate the stores, SPAR retailers 

can order per unit for most products. The high number of camp site stores of SPAR also creates 

extra high seasonal peaks during summer holiday periods. Besides the summer peak there are 

also high fluctuations to be found during Christmas holidays and New Year. 

 

Customer image of SPAR 

Recent research by GFK shows that the overall customer image of SPAR is below average. 

GFK is a market research company which provides knowledge on specific markets and sectors. 

SPAR is seen as expensive in combination with a low service level and thus is positioned in the 

lower left side of the positioning matrix graph (Figure 1.1) where the ambition of SPAR is to be 

at least in the lower right side of the graph. The main ambition of SPAR is to be the absolute 

number one in the neighborhood store segment. In order to reach this position, the service level 

has to be improved, and cost reductions should make sure that the price gap with other 

supermarkets will remain equal or improve in order to stay competitive. The overall position as 

found in Figure 1.1 is also seen in the specific perishables product group. In bread, meat and 

fruit & vegetables the position of SPAR is far below average (GFK, 2009). As can be seen from 

the SPAR concept, there is a gap between the current position of SPAR and the perceived view 

of the customer. The current situation thus leaves room for improvements regarding cost 

reductions and freshness improvements. 
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FIGURE 1.1: POSITIONING MATRIX OF SUPERMARKETS (GFK, 2009) 

 

1.5 Initial problem description 

From the problem context and interviews with SPAR supervisors and employees we can 

formulate the initial research problem below. 

 

Initial research problem; 

The main issues indicated in the supply chain are; 

• Low in store service level image of customer (e.g. low product availability and freshness) 

• Less than full truckloads (LTL) on the inbound supply creating relative high fixed (order) 

cost 

• Slow moving supplies (high average throughput time) for the main part of the SKU‟s 

caused by a relative wide assortment and low demand. This affects average freshness in 

the store. 

• Supplier‟s delivery moments, service levels and incoming remaining shelf life are to a 

certain extend unknown or irregular causing problems regarding freshness and product 

availability 

From the initial research problem we can define the initial research question; 

“How to redesign the supply chain to improve on service, freshness and in store availability, 

while minimizing relevant cost?“ 

Within the first broad scope of this project are the transportation, handling, storage and control 

of the products from manufacturer to the store.  
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1.6 Report outline 

The report will follow the research model provided by Mitroff et al. (1974) which is described 

further in chapter three. The chapters two and three will provide the reasoning why we choose 

to model a dual sourcing strategy with emergency shipments for SPAR. At first in chapter 2 an 

analysis is made of the current supply chain of SPAR. In order to further analyze the initial 

research problem the following sections were discussed in the analysis; 

• Assortment and demand 

• Network design 

• SPAR distribution centre 

• SPAR store  

After the analysis the focus point of the problems is formulated in chapter three followed by a 

literature study. This literature study provided an overview of the current available literature, 

which is used in further research. The chapter ends with the refined research question and the 

research model that is used. In chapter four we will present the research direction and 

conceptual model of the dual sourcing strategy which was selected based on the outcomes of the 

supply chain analysis and the literature review. Furthermore, in this chapter we will describe the 

conceptual model which is designed for the SPAR situation. Chapter 5 will provide the research 

that was necessary to determine the input to the model. Next, chapter six discusses the 

experimental set-up, input of the model and the simulation results. Finally chapter 7 and 8 will 

provide the implementation plan and conclusion and recommendations. 
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2. The SPAR perishables supply chain 

In this chapter the relevant aspects of the perishables supply chain are discussed. This includes 

the assortment and demand characteristics, network design, distribution center and store 

operations. After the analysis a conclusion is provided. This chapter will further provide the 

situation that SPAR is facing. This situation is used in determining the possible research 

direction that is chosen. 

2.1 Assortment and demand characteristics 

At first we will explain how we define perishables and furthermore we will show the ABC 

analysis over the total assortment that is supplied by the SPAR distribution center. 

2.1.1 Perishables 

 Since this report focuses on perishables we first address the main characteristics and definitions 

on the product at hand. In this research only consumable perishables are considered. Donselaar 

et al. (2006) define an item as perishable when it meets one of the following criteria; 1) the high 

rate of deterioration requires specific storage conditions. Frozen food is excluded here since it 

has a low deterioration rate. 2) The obsolescence date is such that reordering for the product 

with the same date is impractical. Furthermore perishables distinguish themselves by a shelf 

life. Shelf life is measured in days and this is the number of days between the start moment 

when it is produced until the products become obsolete or unacceptable for usage, the endpoint. 

Perishables thus have a fixed lifetime. A further division is made between day fresh (DF) items 

and week fresh (WF) items. Day fresh items are products with a shelf life less or equal than 9 

days where week fresh items have a shelf life between 10 to 30 days. This distinction is 

interesting since a large amount of customers make a weekly trip for their primary groceries and 

more frequent trips for the remaining (fresh) products. Due to differentiation the majority of 

SKU‟s in perishables in grocery stores are in fact slow moving. Regarding the distribution 

structure three logistic flows of perishables are currently used. DF items which are delivered 

from the supplier directly to the store, DF items which are delivered crossdock via the 

distribution centre and all other items (including WF) which are held on stock at the distribution 

centre. 

2.1.2 Demand classification 

An ABC classification, or Pareto analysis, is made within perishables on the total turnover 

cumulative to the number of items. From Figure 2.1 it can be seen that roughly 20% of the items 

account for 60% of the turnover. The middle area classified as B are 30% of the following items 

which account for 30 percent of the turnover.  The C items covering 50% of the items and 10 

percent of the total turnover. As can be seen from the differentiation in product groups the 

perishables have an important share in the total turnover (Figure C1, Appendix C), roughly 40% 

of sales (# customer units) are perishables. SPAR currently has no measure to specify a slow 

mover. Applying the ABC classification, 50 percent of the products can be defined as slow 

mover. 
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FIGURE 2.1: WHOLESALE SALES OF PERISHABLES  

Analyzing the perishables inventory at SPAR this means that items which sell only 0,4 case 

packs per week are regarded as slow movers. Considering short remaining shelf life periods of 

certain products, it is recommended to incorporate shelf life in this classification. Products with 

low sales, although long shelf life, are less problematic than products with low sales and also 

short shelf life. 

2.2 Network design 

In this paragraph the network point of departure will be shown. All the stores are served from 

two distribution centre‟s (DC): Alkmaar and Zevenbergen (Figure 2.2). Each retail store is 

delivered from his own dedicated DC. Stores located in the north of the Netherlands are 

delivered from Alkmaar, stores in the south of the Netherlands are delivered from Zevenbergen. 

Both distribution centers have roughly the same function. Both store and / or distribute the dry 

groceries, perishables and deep frozen products. In this design, where the DC replenishment is 

decentralized, the supplier has to drive to both DC‟s for the two separate DC orders. The current 

implementation of a new centralized planning system will optimize the allocation of the stores 

to the different distribution centers. Regarding capacity both DC‟s are roughly equal although in 

the future the south DC will have more capacity and will be used as the location to allocate 

possible expansion. The north DC at Alkmaar will remain operating at the current capacity; 

periodic reallocation of stores to the distribution centers will facilitate this. 
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Current network 

Inefficiencies in the network moved the distribution of frozen food, meat, fish and chicken to a 

external service provider who deliveries directly to the stores. A lack of space at the south DC 

forced the crossdock and return operations to be separated at the Zevenbergen location to three 

separate, although close by, locations. In the near future, a new DC location nearby 

Zevenbergen will be used as a replacement and incorporates all previous mentioned logistic 

flows. The difference with the supply chain starting point however does not affect the analysis 

of situation. 

There are the three methods used by SPAR for distribution; direct delivery, crossdocking at 

the DC, and pick from stock at the DC. All methods have their specific lead times. The direct 

delivery method is used for day fresh items since the lead time in other methods is too long. 

Direct deliveries include for example day fresh bread and meat. The crossdock concept is 

mostly used for fruit and vegetables where shelf life are also short and the number of suppliers 

is low. The remaining, and largest, part of the SKU‟s are picked from stock at the distribution 

centre with a throughput time of on average seven to eight days.  

2.2.1 Supply chain from manufacturer to DC 

Since most agreements with suppliers do not separate the inbound logistic cost and the factory 

gate price (FGP) exact figures of inbound transportation cost from suppliers is unknown. Since 

suppliers consolidate multiple customers in one trip the exact cost share which is dedicated to 

SPAR is also unknown. In general the costs per kilometer for distribution are available and also 

the location and the number of drops from these suppliers. With this information an estimation 

can be made on the inbound logistics cost. Although exact figures are unknown, keeping in 

mind the high distances and the high number of suppliers within perishables (± 90) for an 

assortment of around 3000 SKU‟s, the inbound transport cost form a substantial part of the total 

purchasing cost. In a research with retailers and suppliers by Van der Vlist (2007) in the dry 

groceries the logistics from supplier to the retailer accounts for 35 percent of the supplier‟s 

logistics cost. 

The SPAR supply chain can be regarded as a traditional retail supply chain. SPAR 

manufacturers in general produce to stock (MTS) and distribution is initiated by an order from 

SPAR. For some product groups (cross dock items) the retail stores order directly at the 

supplier. The highly perishable and most day fresh items are delivered directly from supplier or 

via a crossdock operation. The throughput time of all products which pass both DC‟s is on 

average 8,6 days (SPAR, 2009) while for perishables which pass the crossdock this is roughly 

one day. The current distribution methods that are used can be considered as capable of 

delivering with a short enough throughput time.  

TABLE 2.1: INBOUND TRANSPORTATION      TABLE 2.2: DISTRIBUTION 

 

 

 

 

  

 2009 

Nr. of suppliers ±  90 

Nr. SKU’s  ± 3.000 

Nr drops ± 80.000 

Distance between DC’s  141 km 

 2009 

Truck load 85,2% 

Stops per route 4,4 

Packages per stop 264 

Km per route 282 
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2.2.2 Supply chain from DC to the store 

The distribution costs are a main part of the operational cost of the distribution centre. The 

outbound transportation cost of SPAR account for roughly 26 percent of total operational cost. 

In Table 2.2 performance measures of the distribution to the retailers is shown. The truck load is 

approximately 85 percent, this indicates room for improvement. Furthermore Figure A1, 

Appendix A shows a relatively even distribution of the SPAR stores over the Netherlands. 

 Currently the distribution planning is decentralized, however in the near future the planning 

of the distribution is done centrally meaning that a new assignment of stores to the distribution 

centre is possible. Possibly centralized planning will therefore improve the efficiency of the 

distribution distances travelled. The delivery frequencies of the perishables group can be found 

in Table 2.3. It is clear that almost no stores receive daily deliveries. Most stores (75%) receive 

three to four times a week deliveries of perishables meaning 1,5 to 2 days of supply. 

Considering only regular SPAR and Attent stores (excluding neutral and seasonal stores) all 

stores currently receive three or four perishables deliveries each week, where a couple 

exceptions receive five or six deliveries each week. However with a new schedule planned at 

the end of this year most stores will receive three deliveries each week and a few exceptions 

will receive four, five or six deliveries. This will lead to increased difficulty when balancing out 

of stocks and outdating. The forecasting period will become longer with more uncertainty. Also 

freshness will not improve since products will have a higher average throughput time in the 

store.  

TABLE 2.3: DELIVERY FREQUENCY (PERISHABLES) 

# deliveries / week 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Stores (466 total) 9% 10% 51% 23% 6% 1% 

 

2.3 SPAR distribution Centre 

2.3.1 Demand  

As can be seen in Figure C2, Appendix C, the turnover has a clear seasonal demand pattern with 

two peaks. One peak during the summer period and one during Christmas and New Year‟s 

holidays. During the summer period (extra) camp site stores are opened and serve the tourists 

causing the extra demand. The peak in period 13 is explained by a extra week (week 53) in this 

period although if we look at the weekly turnover in period 13 there are high fluctuations in 

demand due to the Christmas and New Year holidays.  

2.3.2 Service level 

The service level of the two DC‟s is shown in Table 2.4. The DC service level is defined as the 

number of order lines which can theoretically directly be fulfilled from stock where the actual 

service level to the store includes all (outside) influences and represents the service level as 

experienced by the retail store. The service level is defined here as the percentage of fulfilled 

order lines. Reasons for this lower actual service level may be caused by picking mistakes, 

obsolescence or late deliveries. A problem with the current service level however is that only 

the number of order lines is measured and not the content of order line. If an item is picked 

wrongly this does not mean that this is shown in the service level measure until the number of 

items is picked wrong. The retailer however does not receive what he ordered.  
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TABLE 2.4: SERVICE LEVEL DC TO STORE 

 North South 

Service level of DC ± 99,2 % ± 99,2 % 

Actual service level to store  98,2 % 98,7 % 

2.3.3 Cost 

Handling: Handling is just as like transportation an important factor within the operational cost. 

The direct personnel cost accounts for approximately 22 percent of operational cost. These costs 

include receiving, picking and dispatch. Within handling the order picking accounts for the 

main part of the costs. 

Inventory: In 2009 the average inventory value of all products was 10,5 million (SPAR, 2009) 

and is relatively constant over all periods. If for inventory cost a percentage of 15% is used the 

inventory cost accounts for three percent of operational cost. Inventory reductions therefore do 

not have priority. Considering freshness however reduction of inventories positively benefits the 

freshness of the products. 

Obsolescence cost: In the year 2009 less than 1 percent of operational costs were due to 

obsolescence and breakages cost. Obsolescence in the retail store and at the supplier‟s side is 

not taken into account here. A specific focus on reductions of obsolescence at the distribution 

center is therefore not a goal.  

Cost overview: A rough distribution of cost can be found in Figure 2.3. Since inbound logistics 

are integrated in the purchase price the inbound logistic cost are not included in the operational 

cost. As far as cost reductions concerned the main effort should be to reduce transportation and 

handling cost. 

 

 

FIGURE 2.3: COST STRUCTURE DC 

2.4 SPAR store 

This paragraph will show the demand, service level and outdating aspects that are faced by the 

stores of the SPAR. This paragraph will also include the customer image of the SPAR customer. 

The difference between the customer image and the position that SPAR is aiming to achieve 

will provide possible focus points of the research at hand. 

2.4.1 Demand  

The average store turnover shows high fluctuations for the larger stores and less fluctuation for 

the smaller stores (Figure C6, Appendix C). Most stores have a slightly lower turnover in the 

summer holiday periods. If we look at the daily store demand, it follows the typical week 

pattern with high sales at the end of the week. The daily demand fluctuations are high for almost 

all products and therefore hard to forecast by e.g. automated store ordering systems (ASO).  
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2.4.2 Service level 

The service level in the retail store is researched by an independent research company. These 

measures are found in Figure 2.4. The service level is defined as the percentage of SKU‟s which 

have a positive net stock at the reserved shelf space or display at the moment of review. This 

measure is not to be confused with the P2 (fill rate) and P3 (ready rate) service level as 

described by Silver et al. (1998). As can be seen, the service level as measured in 2009 is 

slightly higher than the food average, where in 2007 and 2008 the service level was far below 

the food average.           

Since all SPAR stores are franchisers and information is not measured or not communicated 

to the main office there is less information available about exact costs within the SPAR store. 

However store advisors and category specialists, who frequently visit the SPAR stores, indicate 

that store ordering behavior is more focused on reducing outdating than reducing out of stocks. 

This ordering behavior indicates a lower on shelf availability.  

 

 

FIGURE 2.4: SERVICE LEVEL (NIELSEN, 2009) 

 

Customer image 

Market research indicated that the quality in the product group‟s meat, fruit & vegetables and 

cheese is far below average and one of the lowest compared to the competitors. Dairy and bread 

however score well. The exact in store service level (ready rate / out of stock) is unknown and 

probably dependent on the specific store manager, demand pattern, number of deliveries etc. 

However, research at 77 stores indicate that the availability of products (within all categories) at 

SPAR, as perceived by the customer, is graded with a 6,8 which is little below average. The 

service measures; quality, price, assortment and freshness are considered the lowest compared 

to the competitors (Figure 1.1). Within all product groups the price of the products is far above 

average. SPAR is considered as one of the most expensive stores compared to the competitors 

(Figure 1.1). 

2.4.3 Outdating cost 

Due to the „safe‟ ordering behavior by the franchisers, outdating cost are for the smaller stores 

roughly 2% of the total store turnover and between 1,5% and 2% for the larger stores. There are 

however peaks up to 4% to be found. These figures are averaged over the total assortment 

including non-perishables where outdating is expected to be almost zero. Still these low 

outdating percentages may indicate high out of stocks considering the relation between 

outdating and out of stocks as found by Van Donselaar and Broekmeulen (2010). Besides the 

lost product value, many value added processes already took place like; picking, transportation 

and shelf stacking.  
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2.5 Conclusion 

From the analysis and the findings in chapter 1, we find a gap between the position of SPAR as 

perceived by the customer and the position that SPAR is aiming to achieve. Based on the 

analysis we can draw the following conclusions; 

 Customer image on quality freshness (quality) is low   

 Relative low outdating cost indicate lower availability  

 In store availability indication is low, thereby creating lost sales 

 Freshness problems arise mainly with items that are held on stock at the distribution 

centre 

 The current logistics structure is capable to deliver with a throughput time which is 

acceptable  

 Within transportation the outbound distribution efficiency is relatively high although 

improvements are possible 

 The fact that every DC receives his own deliveries combined with low overall demand 

creates the minimum batch size to be relatively large. This creates stock and thereby 

longer average throughput time and outdating. 

We can conclude that the focus should be to increase the service level (availability and 

freshness) to the customer or achieve cost reductions within transportation.  
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3. Research introduction 

In collaboration with SPAR it was decided that the main focus in this research should be to 

improve on service (availability and freshness). This chapter provides a literature review on 

relevant topics considering improving service. After combining the results from chapter two and 

the information found in the literature review, we discuss what possible methods are available 

and which are recommended for further research. Furthermore this chapter provides the final 

research question, the research model and the data collection methods that are used for the 

analysis in this report. 

3.1 Literature review 

This part will describe the literature on the topics out-of-stocks, outdating, consumer response, 

supply methods and the modeling that is already available in this field.  

3.1.1 Out of stocks (OOS) and consumer response 

Since stock outs cause lost sales a lot of research has already been performed on the consumer 

responses and their underlying reasons. Campo et al. (2000) found that consumer response to 

stockouts varies by product, consumer, and situational factors. The actual losses for the retailer 

and the store are dependent on the response to the out of stocks. For example, if a customer buys 

a different brand then the manufacturer will incur the loss whereas if the customer will buy the 

same product in another store the retailer will have lost sales. The research by Campo et al. 

(2000) focused only on two products, cereals and margarine, which both are considered non-

perishables. Some other interesting findings by Campo et al. (2000) are: there is no difference in 

response for private label or national brand products, large buyers will switch sizes easier or buy 

somewhere else rather than cancel or delay the purchase. Also customers more easily do not 

purchase when on the weekly trip (large purchases) and finally when acceptable alternatives are 

available customers are more likely to switch to another product. 

Corsten en Gruen (2003) performed a worldwide research on out of stocks and found that on 

average 3,9 percent of sales is lost due to out of stock situations. For this research 40 worldwide 

studies were analyzed. It showed that the average OOS rate for all of the studies was 8,3 

percent. For promotions this rate is even doubled. For Europe the causes and consumer 

responses can be found in Figure 3.1a. Corsten and Gruen (2003) found that 50 percent of the 

out of stocks are caused by store ordering and forecasting. In Figure 3.1b the consumer response 

of out of stocks are found. In approximately 40% of the responses sales and thus margin is lost, 

moreover when consumers repeatedly face out of stocks they may permanent leave to the 

competition and thus the basket value is lost (Corsten and Gruen, (2003), Van Woensel et al. 

(2007)). Overall the highest rate of out of stock is to be found on Sunday and Monday and 

decreases a couple percent points over the rest of the weekdays.  

 

 
FIGURE 3.1a: CAUSES OF OOS    FIGURE 3.1b: CONSUMER RESPONSE TO OOS 
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3.1.2 Substitution 

Van Woensel et al. (2007) performed a study on consumer response to out of stocks in the 

category bread. They found that the consumer response was different for this perishables 

category than for non-perishables. Within the bread category they found that the customer was 

more willing to substitute. However, still 7 to 12% of the customers buy elsewhere. The level of 

substitution was found to be 85%, while Corsten en Gruen (2003) found an average rate of 

about 47% for non-perishables. It is stated that if on every type of bread a high fill rate is 

required, more inventory is necessary and consequently the outdating will increase. Since 

substitution was found to move towards products with somewhat similar aspects it is advised to 

assure high fill rates for the standard white and brown breads. Van Woensel et al. (2007) also 

found different consumer responses on different moments in the day. In the evening people are 

more willing to substitute than in the morning.  

Kok and Fisher (2007) differentiate between two types of consumer reasons to substitute; 

assortment based, the specific product is not included in the assortment of the store, or forced 

substitution due to the facing of an out of stock. They state that the willingness of substitution 

for a certain category is an important aspect for the category assortment planning. 

3.1.3 Reducing out of stocks and outdating 

Maybe the simplest way of reducing out-of-stocks is to increase the safety stock. Increase in 

safety stock to achieve higher fill rates will also increase the level of outdating (Van Donselaar 

and Broekmeulen, 2010) and furthermore will decrease the average freshness of the product. 

Increasing safety levels for perishable is therefore not a desired solution.  

Van Donselaar and Broekmeulen (2010) discuss several ways to increase the freshness of the 

product in the store; innovation in packaging, increasing the delivery frequency, reducing the 

lead time or reducing the demand uncertainty. Reduction of outdating is possible by; reducing 

assortment, reducing lead time and or review period and demand substitution (Donselaar et al., 

2006). As can be seen these solutions logically overlap the solutions to increase freshness. As 

mentioned earlier, the willingness of substitution for a certain category is an important aspect in 

category assortment planning (Kok and Fisher, 2007). If we look at bread where the willingness 

for substitution is high, 85% (Van Woensel et al., 2007), substitution can be used to offer a wide 

assortment in the morning while at the end of the day only a few standard types of bread are 

offered. Outdating is thereby reduced while still, most of the day, a wide assortment is offered. 

Increasing the level of sophistication of forecasting is possible by implementing Automated 

Store Ordering (ASO), however this is only useful to implement if the variance of demand is not 

too high (Van Donselaar  et al., 2006). 

A decrease in review period, meaning an increased delivery frequency, will add many costs 

within transportation since volumes are low and stops are expensive. Furthermore decreasing 

lead time is hardly possible considering current operations or will add major cost if applied to 

all shipments. 

One way of reducing out of stocks and outdating is dual sourcing. In the literature substantial 

research is performed about the dual sourcing strategy (Daganzo, 2005, Arts et al., 2009, 

Lardinois, 2010). This strategy is mainly to be found in capital goods or service parts 

environments where product cost are high and non availability of product may cause high cost. 

Unavailability causes productions stops or customers impose high penalties when products are 

not delivered before the deadline. Some examples include the manufacturing industry or spare 

part management in high tech electronics where lead times of supply are long because 

production is done in low cost regions like for example Asia or a limited amount of service parts 

are available since product cost are very high and technological progress let electronics behave 

as perishables. A distinction can be made between different forms of dual sourcing. Regular 
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dual sourcing is mainly to hedge against uncertainty of supply. Another form of dual sourcing is 

that the first mode of supply is used for the regular part of demand and the second mode of 

supply is used for the uncertain part of the demand. In this view we can make a parallel to the 

perishables retail industry. Lead times are relatively long compared to shelf life and the out of 

stock cost are relatively high since customers may leave permanently to the competition. The 

product costs are also relative high, since cost in de supply chain are added, like handling and 

transportation, until the moment the product is available in store.  

Lardinois (2010) used the dual sourcing to provide a way to reduce outdating while 

maintaining or improving fill rates in the retail environment. Local finalization of products is 

used as supply with short lead times for products which can be frozen of kept for longer periods. 

This concept is especially relevant for perishable products with high outdating and lost sales 

cost and where increasing safety inventory is not an option. This concept is modeled as a dual 

supply system where regular supply is complemented with in store finalization. The in store 

finalization is modeled as a dual source with a very short lead time. This concept is inspired by 

the work of the dual sourcing strategy of Arts et al. (2009). A drawback of the concept is that it 

can only be used where local finalization is reasonably possible e.g. like certain products within 

the categories bread and meat where a freezing or bake-off step can be used.  

3.1.4 Modeling  

In order to model inventory systems where the remaining inventory depends on the shelf life of 

the product and the withdrawal behavior of the customer, the EWA (Estimated Withdrawal and 

Aging) policy of Broekmeulen and Van Donselaar (2009) can be used. This policy corrects the 

inventory for products which are expected to be outdated at a certain moment in time.  

Corsten and Gruen (2004) describe several reasons for out of stocks and how to solve these 

reasons. In order to investigate the savings by reducing out of stocks the first step is to 

determine the actual out of stock measure. The paper discusses several methods for determining 

the out of stock measure at a retailer. He concludes that point of sale (POS) data can be used as 

an alternative method to determine the out of stock measure (accuracy 85%), but requires high 

start up cost and low repetitive cost while with in store auditing start up cost are low and 

repetitive cost remain constant. The main drawback of this method is that demand per store 

should be sufficient to identify patterns. Instead of predicting the substitution rate Karabati et al. 

(2009) present a method to estimate substitution rates by the use of POS data. The 

computational analysis shows reasonable good estimates although only when the substitution 

rates are not very low.  

The study of Van Donselaar et al. (2006) mainly focuses on single sourcing for specific 

product groups. In contrary to single sourcing, dual sourcing is more difficult to model Arts et 

al. (2009). The study of Lardinois (2010), where product postponement as second source is 

modeled as an emergency shipment with very short lead time, uses simulation to determine the 

reorder levels where Arts et al. (2009) use Markov chains to analytically approximate the 

reorder levels.  

3.1.5 Conclusion 

The research by Corsten and Gruen (2004) shows that out of stock rate in general is high and 

causes lost sales. The difference in customer reactions and the out of stock rate determine the 

actual lost sales cost. Substitution plays an important role in predicting or guiding consumer 

behavior and should be used in the assortment planning process. Different items within the 

assortment are of different importance to the customer, have different characteristics and 

therefore also need different logistic solutions. The supply chain should provide a way, while 
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differentiating between the items, to achieve the desired fill rate while minimizing the total 

relevant cost  

Different solutions to overcome lost sales or avoid outdating all have their drawbacks. 

Reducing assortment is not a desired option from customer point of view, innovation in 

packaging is not in scope of the project and besides, people prefer products that look to be 

freshly produced. Increase delivery frequency without other changes will add a major cost since 

volumes are low and distribution cost are high. Improving the delivery frequency can be 

regarded the same as increasing the review period since increasing the review period without 

increasing the delivery frequency will not improve the freshness since the order moments will 

be the same. Furthermore, decreasing lead time is hardly possible considering current operations 

or reducing lead time will add major cost if applied to the regular shipments. Reducing demand 

uncertainty by improving the forecast is difficult, costly and not in the scope of the project. A 

possible solution that combines most of the other ideas and minimizes or mitigates the 

drawbacks is a form of dual sourcing where local finalization is used as second source of supply 

(Lardinois, 2009).  

To find the actual out of stock rate and substitution behavior of the retail store POS-data can 

be used. The POS-data analysis can be done manually and automated. Automated analysis can 

generate good estimations although only if demand and substitution rates are not low. 

3.2 Research question 

From the literature review a relevant concept was found to be further investigated for SPAR. 

The study of Lardinois (2010) inspired us to make a case study of the theoretical model. For 

SPAR it is decided to redesign the model for actual dual shipments instead of in store 

finalization. The reason for this is that not one SPAR store has daily deliveries. The lead time of 

the second source can therefore be longer in practice and still have large effects. There are 

several reasons why we choose this concept. The advantage of actual dual shipments over local 

finalization is that we can use the method for all perishables and not only where local 

finalization is an option. This is since the longer lead times are possible. Besides the monetary 

incentives a positive side of this method is that outdating can be reduced. Recent trends indicate 

that awareness of reducing disposal of (outdated) food products is increasing. Reducing disposal 

can benefit the environment since processes as e.g. production, packaging and transport can be 

reduced. Related to the assortment planning discussion earlier, the method can also be used to 

widen the assortment. Since the order moment of an emergency shipment is between the regular 

review moments there is more information available on customer behavior for that period and 

the forecast horizon is also shorter. Both shorter forecast horizon and better information 

availability reduce uncertainty and thereby may facilitate a wider assortment for a longer period 

between the review moments. 

The refined research question is;  

“Is implementing a dual sourcing strategy with emergency shipments beneficial for SPAR 

when considering the total relevant cost of outdating, lost sales and emergency supply?” 

 

In order to answer the main research question the following questions are to be answered; 

- What is the current store service level? 

- What are the current costs for out of stocks?  

- What are the current costs for outdating? 

- What is the consumer response to out of stocks? 
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- Which products or categories should have a higher fill rate at the SPAR store? 

- Which products or categories can benefit from emergency shipments? 

- What are the effects of emergency shipments on outdating and on shelf availability for the 

selected products? 

- How could the dual sourcing concept be implemented? 

 

Delineation  

Since the proposed method is only recommended for products where outdating cost and out of 

stock cost are high, frozen foods and non-perishables will not be taken into account. There is a 

focus on the perishable product groups, fruit & vegetables, meat, fish, dairy, bread and cheese 

which include direct deliveries, cross dock and items that are held on stock. For the modeling 

only the store types SPAR and Attent will be taken into account which means that deliveries to 

institutions or neutral stores will not be considered.  

3.3 Research model  

For the research design the model of Mitroff et al. (1974) is chosen (Figure 3.2). This model can 

be applied in operational research, where quantitative modeling in empirical research is 

performed. The model is aimed to obtain generic results towards theory building rather than 

solely providing a solution for a specific problem (Bertrand and Fransoo, 2002). In this way the 

research should provide a balance between rigor and relevance. The model of Mitroff et al. 

(1974) consists of four phases; 

1) Conceptualization 

2) Modeling 

3) Model solving 

4) Implementation 

For the real life operational processes of SPAR the usability and performance of the problem 

solution will be obtained from quantitative theoretical research based on simulation. As 

described by Bertrand and Fransoo (2002) theoretical research based on simulation contains the 

following parts; identification of process or problem assumptions, identification of types of 

operational processes and decision problems considered, developing operational definitions of 

the operational process and the decision system, derivation of hypothesis regarding process 

behavior, development of measurement system, results of measurements and observations, 

interpretation of data and observations in relation to the hypothesis, confirmation and/or 

rejection of the theoretical model assumptions.  

 

FIGURE 3.2: RESEARCH DESIGN MODEL (MITROFF ET AL., 1974) 
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Based on the research model of Mitroff et al. (1974) we can further define the research model 

for this research by including the activities; 

 

Conceptualization; (Chapter two, three and five) 

• analyze the SPAR supply chain 

• analyze demand pattern in the retail stores from POS data 

• determine customer behavior from questionnaires and POS data 

• discuss category characteristics 

• analyze out of stock rate at the retail store 

• analyze outdating at the retail store 

 

Modeling; (Chapter four) 

• (re)design conceptual model to SPAR parameters 

• (re)design simulation model (scientific model) to SPAR parameters 

 

Model solving; (Chapter six) 

• set up experimental design of simulation 

• simulate model  

• analyze simulation results 

 

Implementing; (Chapter seven and eight) 

• discuss sourcing options 

• discuss relevant implementation issues 

• provide conclusions and recommendations 

 

3.4 Data collection and analysis 

In this paragraph we will further elaborate on the different data collection and analysis methods 

that are used throughout the report. Moreover we will discuss how and which stores were 

selected for the analyses. 

 

3.4.1 Store selection 

Since not all stores can be analyzed a selection which will represent SPAR was made. Initially 

three selection criteria‟s were determined however, in the final store selection only two were 

used. Within each of these criteria two levels were determined. When using a full factorial 

design, 4 combinations could be made. The initial selection criteria are:  

 

Turnover (lower, higher) 

The OOS-rate may be dependent on the turnover of the store. The average turnover of the store 

determines which formula, Attent or SPAR, a store will be using, the assortment width and also 

determines the number of (fresh) deliveries each week. As mentioned higher demands are more 

likely to cause out of stocks, low demand is more likely to cause outdating. A higher number of 

deliveries will decrease the forecasting period and lower throughput time will likely cause fewer 

problems with outdating.  

 

Competition (lower, higher) 

The location of the store or local competition may influence the behavior of the customer who 

faces an out of stock. For example when competition is located nearby the lost sales effect may 

be higher than when no competition is present. Also the type of products bought (weekly or 
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daily groceries or both) will depend on the location (distance) of competitors and thus 

determines which products should have a higher fill rate. 

 

Store reputation (lower, higher) 

Ordering behavior of the store personnel could have high influence on the fill rate and level of 

outdating a store faces. If the ordering behavior is to avoid stockouts, then outdating is likely to 

be higher and vice versa. However, this selection criterion is not used in further selection. The 

store reputation is a subjective measure and provided by the store advisor. Since this selection 

criteria is subjective and reputation involves more than the relevant aspects that will be 

researched this criteria will not be used.  

 

For all 4 combinations a specific store was selected. To avoid regional influence the stores were 

selected in three different regions (Appendix A, Figure A1). Although including multiple stores 

per combination is preferred to increase the (data) validity of the results, the time frame of the 

research only allowed for 6 weeks of data collection (six stores).  

Based on the initial selection of eight stores and a preliminary POS data analysis it was 

decided to not include STORE_G and STORE_H. Both are from different turnover class (high 

and low), the location of the stores is nearby two other stores of the selected eight and from the 

POS we found no reason to exclude these stores based on differences with the other stores. The 

POS data analysis was used to determine if stores showed similar sales as others and could be 

removed from the analysis while maintaining representative results. The selected stores with 

their location and characteristics can be found in Appendix A, Table A1. 

3.4.2 POS data analysis  

The main goal of the POS data analysis is to find the ready rate in the store and to find patterns 

in the OOS response of the customers. The data will be provided via the cash registry system 

and will show actual sales, not demand, at a particular moment in time for a certain store. All 

product categories within the perishables department are included. For certain analysis also non-

perishables will be taken into account. Since POS data analysis requires sufficient (daily) 

demand to find patterns (Corsten and Gruen, 2004), the analysis is limited to products with this 

characteristic.  

 

Product and category selection 

All products within the fresh department will be reviewed; products with insufficient demand 

where buying behavior cannot be determined will be removed from the analysis. This may 

result in a different product selection per store and thus different results. 

 

Period 

The season of measuring will influence the level of the OOS-rate. As already indicated, higher 

demands are more likely to cause out of stocks, low demands are more likely to cause outdating. 

Based on weekly turnover a representative period can be chosen. Since POS-data analysis is 

very time consuming, when done by manual interpretation, and for automated interpretation the 

demand is too low, only one period will be chosen for analysis. For the analysis period 12 (week 

45 to 48) of 2009 is used. Period 12 is an average period with no holiday‟s or special events. 

From this period the order data from the retailer to the distribution center is also available and 

can be compared to the sales data. 
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3.4.3 Questionnaire 

The questionnaire that was used can be found in Appendix B. The survey was performed at the 

six store locations that were previously selected. The customers visiting the SPAR were 

questioned to find out their shopping and buying behavior. Questionnaires were held throughout 

the day and week to ensure that all type of customers were questioned. The goal of the 

questionnaire was to find out;  

 What type of customers visit SPAR? 

 What is their buying behavior? 

 For which type of products they especially visit the SPAR? 

 Are there differences between stores to be found? 

By answering these questions we can determine the customer reactions when an out of stock is 

faced, which products should have higher fill rates and if differentiation between the stores is 

needed. The questionnaire was taken when customers were leaving the store. Actual consumer 

response could then be asked when the customer faced an out of stock.  

Not all questions in the survey were relevant for the model input, e.g. questions on customer 

characteristics and personal situation were included but not used in the extensive analysis. 

However the average results of each question can be found in Table D1, Appendix D. 

Furthermore, question 12 “Which products you aimed to buy were out of stock?” was not 

included since the low response on this question will diminish the validity of that analysis. 

Finally for question 11, “What are the complementary items if a visit at SPARE took place” the 

response was divided the groups in „no‟ (no complementary items bought), „yes‟ (multiple 

categories) and „non-perishables‟ since many respondents noted multiple categories. 

In total 984 questionnaires were taken over a one month period. The questionnaires were 

equally divided over the week and over the day to include all type of customers and store 

situations. Furthermore, the mean differences between the groups were determined by the use of 

SPSS. Independent t-tests were used for the ratio variables and the Z-test statistic was used for 

the dichotomous variables. 

Period 

The period of measuring was limited to the period in which the project is conducted. The exact 

period was based on weeks with average demand which are somewhat comparable, although 

overall lower demand, to the period 12 in 2009 that was for the POS-analysis. Period 8 (week 

29 to 32) was eventually chosen.  

3.4.4 Store audit 

The store audit was held in the same period and at the same locations as the stores that were 

used for the questionnaire and POS-data analysis. The store audit was performed to measure the 

ready rate. The store audit will thus be used to validate the OOS-rate found by the POS-data and 

furthermore to find the OOS-rate for products which are slow moving and cannot be analyzed 

via the POS-data. For all stores a selection of 20 products was measured, moreover in each store 

10 different products were selected based on the POS-data. The products were monitored during 

a one week period for each store. 

 

Product and category selection 

The categories included are; F&V, bread, meat, fish, lunch meats, cheese and dairy. Measuring 

all products within all categories is not realistic since this is time consuming and is also not 

necessary. Based on the POS-analysis a decision on the sample of products is determined to test 

the out of stock rate / ready rate in the store. The sample is based on a combination of factors 
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that determines the type of product we are facing, namely; sales, expected customer response to 

out of stocks, shelf life, mean and variance and category.  

 

Analysis and method 

To determine the ready rate the inventory levels were measured at least once an hour throughout 

the day. The replenishments and POS data are used to check the exact moment (minute) of the 

out of stock occurrence. Every store will be measured for one week to include the different 

weekdays.  
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4. Emergency shipment model 

In this chapter a description and conceptual model of the dual sourcing strategy with emergency 

shipments is provided. Furthermore this chapter describes the research and results which were 

necessary to design the conceptual model for the situation at SPAR. The aim of the model is not 

an exact cost simulation but to create general insights whether dual sourcing is recommended to 

use under which circumstances and to check the specific feasibility for SPAR. The dual 

sourcing model will be compared to a single sourcing model. 

4.1 Concept description 

The concept we aim to model is a dual supply system where regular shipments are 

complemented with emergency shipments (Figure 4.1). A certain part of the supply is 

distributed in the regular way; the remaining (uncertain) part can be delivered, when needed, 

with shorter lead time. As found in the literature there are several ways to increase the 

freshness; innovation in packaging, increasing the delivery frequency and reducing the lead time 

or reducing the demand uncertainty. Outdating reduction is possible by; reducing the 

assortment, reducing lead time and or review period and demand substitution. The emergency 

shipments concept incorporates a number of these aspects; 

 Increasing the delivery frequency, since the emergency shipments are on top of the 

normal shipments. The number of review moments for the emergency shipment will be 

higher than for normal shipments. Therefore the review moment for the emergency 

shipments will be on different moments between the regular review moments. 

 Reducing lead time since products are delivered with minimal half the lead time of the 

regular shipments (possibly delivered directly from the supplier). In general a more direct 

delivery strategy will improve the quality of the products in store and consequently will 

have a positive impact on sales (Van Donselaar et al., 2006).  

 Demand uncertainty is reduced since the reorder moment is between regular shipments / 

review moments and the remaining forecast period is shorter. More sales information of 

that period is available. 

A drawback is that costs are higher for the second source, mainly by added handling and 

transportation cost. Therefore it is only recommended for a certain part of the total assortment to 

use with emergency shipments. The assortment that is available for ordering with the emergency 

shipments will be further referred to as the emergency shipment assortment. Actually 

emergency shipments already takes place, although on a small scale and unorganized, to avoid 

lost sales. 

Regular shipment (L1)

Emergency shipment (L2)

Sales   

Outdating

Store

DC

 

FIGURE 4.1: EMERGENCY SHIPMENT MODEL 

Depending on the total out of stock cost for a product, e.g. penalty cost and product value, the 

most important products or categories for the SPAR can be selected. The aspects which make a 

product recommended for the proposed replenishment strategy are; 
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 If there is high variance, it is more difficult to forecast demand and thereby causes higher 

stock outs and / or outdating (Van Donselaar  and Broekmeulen 2010) 

 If the penalty cost is high, e.g. when products are on the primary shopping list and where 

the customer is less willing to substitute, the penalty cost for not having the item on stock 

is higher than for other products. 

 If demand is high, the actual cost of lost sales and the number of customers facing lost 

sales over the out of stock period is higher. 

 If shelf life is short, it is more likely to have problems with outdating and availability 

since the forecast period relative to the shelf life is short and inventory management can 

almost be considered the newsvendor problem when the review periods are longer. 

In order to select the products relevant to use within this concept we analyzed point of sale data, 

customer questionnaires and performed multiple store audits. Finally the most important 

products or categories will be chosen. These product characteristics can then be used as input 

for the model. 

4.2 Conceptual model 

In this paragraph the base model and design choices are shown. Furthermore the parameters are 

discussed and determined. After the design choices are shown, the concept is presented in a 

process model. 

Base model 

The base model that will be used is a dual sourcing model that will be adapted to the specific 

situation at SPAR. In Figure 4.2 the basic concept of the model is shown. There are two types of 

order moments, A and B, which represent the emergency and regular shipments. Both have their 

specific review moments (RE, RR) and delivery lead times (LE, LR). In order to adapt the model 

to the SPAR situation there are decisions to be made about the moment an activity takes place, 

the length of the lead times and the frequency of the review moments.  

 

Time

1 dayPeriod t Period t+1

RE

B

A

C

Check inventory position, place regular order

Check inventory position, place emergency order

Arrival of order t+1 

CC CC

RE, RR

A

B

A

 
FIGURE 4.2: BASE PROCESS MODEL 

 

Period 

The length of the period in the model will determine at which moment the events can take place. 

For the period we choose to take one day since all events occur on daily basis. Demand and 

inventory position is measured daily, and outdating occurs also at daily basis. The inventory 

position is the sum of the net inventory in the store and the inventory that is ordered but has not 

arrived yet. Multiple days have to be reviewed since at least a one week period is needed to 

include review periods larger than one.  
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Emergency order (A):  

Emergency orders will be supplied with a shorter lead time than the regular order. How this lead 

time is achieved operationally and the source of the supply is irrelevant in this stage but will be 

discussed later on. An emergency lead time of one (one period) behaves exactly as a regular 

order, since the regular lead time is also one only emergency orders are then at a higher 

frequency and different moments. This setting can be regarded an extra regular shipment, 

although at higher cost. A lead time of zero seems unrealistic but since stores are not open at 

night it would be possible to order after closure and deliver before the store opening. A lead 

time in between is possible, for example a lead time of a half period would mean delivery before 

12:00. Every review moment the inventory has to be checked and therefore, from operational 

point of view, the review period will be set to one day. This means that in the store the 

inventory has to be reviewed only once a day which is acceptable. A review period of a half a 

day would implicate ordering at the end of the morning and delivery somewhere in the 

afternoon. A lead time of zero is not logical since products become available late in the 

afternoon and there are no benefits compared to lead time of zero and a review moment at the 

end of the day. In both cases the products are available at opening the next day. An option is to 

have both 0,5 lead time and 0,5 review period as in Lardinois (2010). However, opposite to 

local finalization used by Lardinois (2010), emergency shipments are operationally hard to 

achieve within this timeframe (ordering and delivery within e.g. 5 hours) and again inventory 

levels have to be measured twice a day. This is not desired from operational point of view. 

 

Regular order (B):  

Regular orders are regularly distributed, via distribution centre or direct, as already used by 

SPAR. Since approximately 95 percent of the stores receive three deliveries per week, which is 

determined for mid 2010 and onwards, we choose to take this delivery frequency in the model. 

A three times per week delivery is corresponding with a review period of two periods since a 

period is one day and in general the SPAR store is open six days a week. In practice the order 

and delivery moments differ for each store, over the day, but for simplicity we will assume the 

same moment for each store. In order to compare with daily deliveries a review period of one 

will also be taken into account.  

 

Arrival of order (C) 

The current delivery moment of the stores depends on the base schedule of the order and 

delivery schedule. From a cost point of view it is logical that not every store receives the orders 

in the morning but in general we can say that delivery moments are before or at 09:00h for both 

regular and emergency shipments. This also reduces the number of receiving moments for the 

store. 

 

Reorder policy 

The reorder policy that is used is the (R,s,nQ) inventory policy based on Silver et al. (1998). 

Every period R, the inventory position is reviewed. If the inventory position is below S then an 

order is placed. The order has a minimum batch size of Q and has to be ordered in multiples of 

n. In this model there are two order up to levels, one for emergency orders and one for regular 

orders. The base policy is the most realistic considering the current operations of the SPAR 

environment or the supermarket environment in general. Continuous review would be costly 

and since there are only a certain amount of delivery moments there will not be relevant 

benefits. Furthermore when the case pack size is 1, an (R,S,s) based order policy (Silver et al., 

1998) is equal to the (R,s,nQ) policy. Graphically the order policy is shown in Figure 4.3. An 

order is only placed at the specific reorder moment when the inventory position is below the 
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specific reorder level. Figure 4.3 shows all different combinations of orders at a certain moment 

in time. 

RR, RE

sE

sR

Time t1 dayDay n

RE RE

Inventory 

position

No order

Emergency and 

Regular order

Emergency 

order

Regular  order

Day n+1 Day n+2 Day n+3

RR, RE RR, RE

 
FIGURE 4.3: ORDERING POLICY 

 

Review moments 

The current review moment of a SPAR store is different over the day because the deadline for 

placing orders is depending on the delivery schedule. In general we assume that inventory is 

checked at the end of the day (18:00h). To avoid multiple ordering moments each day it is 

recommended to execute the emergency ordering and regular order at the same moment 

although in specific order. For the days where no regular order needs to be placed this will 

implicate that an extra review takes place compared to the current situation. Since the stores 

have different review moments and different delivery schedules it makes less sense to take the 

week pattern into account unless the regular review moment is varied over the day and over the 

different days of the week. 

 

Timing of events  

Now that details of the model become clear we can put them in a timeline. The start of the 

supply process is the store manager determining the inventory position after receiving 

previously placed orders and checking the inventory for outdating. We assume that the 

inventory can be sold the next day. Outdated products, or products that will outdate before the 

next delivery, will be excluded from the inventory position. When the inventory position is 

below the emergency reorder level an order can be placed. After updating the inventory position 

a regular order can be placed if the inventory is below the regular reorder level. Based on the 

design choices the process model can be found in Figure 4.4. 

 

TimeRE, RR RE RE

1 day

C

Period t Period t+1 Period t+2 Period t+3 Period t+4 Period t+5

RE

B

A

C

Check inventory position (18:00), place regular order

Check inventory position (18:00), place emergency order

Arrival of order t+1 (E < 9:00, R < 18:00)

RE =1

RR =2LE(=0)

LR(=1)
B

A

C

A

C

B

A

C

A

C

B

A

C

A

LR =1

LE =0

RE, RR RE, RR

FIGURE 4.4: PROCESS MODEL 
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4.3 Simulation model  

In this part we will describe the simulation model that was used to compare the dual sourcing 

including emergency shipments with a standard (R,s) single sourcing strategy. Furthermore 

assumptions and limitations that apply to the model will be explained here. To simulate the 

conceptual model we used the discrete event simulation model as described in Broekmeulen and 

Flapper (2010). This simulation model will be described below.  

4.3.1 Model assumptions and notation 

The following assumptions and notations are used; 

 A single perishable product is studied. 

 Demand is probabilistic with mean   and variance
2  

 The product has a shelf life of m  days starting on arrival in the store. 

 Emergency orders are not corrected for estimated outdating and withdrawal. 

 The reorder policy is a periodic review system wit period R and reorder level S. 

 The regular order has a minimum lot size of Q
 
and has to be ordered in multiples of n. 

 Emergency replenishments can be ordered lot for lot. 

 The store inventory at period t  consists of at least one batch. A batch is the set of products 

with an equal remaining shelf life. The number of items at period t  which have a remaining 

shelf life of r days is trB  

 The supplier is always able to deliver the complete order with a fixed lead time equal to L 

days. 

 Items are placed directly on shelf upon arrival, the shelf is assumed to have ample capacity. 

 The customer withdraws items with positive shelf life either FIFO (first in first out) or 

LIFO (last in first out). The amount withdrawn at day t  with a remaining shelf life of r is 

trW  

 Products with a remaining shelf life of one day will be removed at the end of the day. 

These items can not be sold anymore. The amount of outdated products at day t  is tO . 

 Backordering is not possible, not satisfied demand will be lost. 

 Products have, until they outdate, a constant utility / quality. 

 A week pattern is not included. 

 Inventory and handling costs are not taken into account.  

 Substitution behavior is not included. 

4.3.2 Model design 

In this section we will describe the simulation model.  

Timing of events 

As described in paragraph 4.2 the timing of events is; 

1) During opening hours, customer demand decreases the inventory. 

2) At the end of the day the inventory will be corrected for outdating. 

3) Orders that were previously placed (Period t-L), both emergency and regular, arrive and 

the net inventory will be updated. 

4) Check if emergency order is necessary, if an order is placed, update inventory position. 

5) Check is regular order is necessary, if an order is placed, update inventory position. 
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The model 

Since outdating is only possible for regular orders the order policy is different for regular and 

emergency orders. For the regular orders the EWA (Estimated Withdrawal and Aging) order 

policy is used (Broekmeulen & Van Donselaar, 2009). The emergency orders are replenished by 

the use of a standard (R, S) policy.  

 

Regular order policy 

The EWA policy is basically an extended version of the ),,( nQsR  policy as described in 

Silver et al. (1998). There is only an order placed when the inventory position is below the 

regular reorder level 
RS  

at the review moment. Based on Silver et al. (1998) the reorder level 

will be set as according to; 

][)( DERLSSS RR

RR       (1) 

Where 
RSS  is the safety stock and ][)( DERL RR   is the expected demand until a new order 

arrives. In case of an order, a number of case packs 
R

tn
 
is ordered, each of size Q. This will 

update the inventory position to the reorder level 
RS or above when the minimum order size is 

larger than the exact difference between the inventory position and order level. 

The inventory position 
R

tIP
 
is defined as; 
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R

tIP is the inventory at the end of period t , including regular supply and emergency supply and 

which is corrected for the estimated amount of outdating.  

If and order can be placed the number of case packs that are ordered 
R

tn
 
will update the 

inventory position to a minimum of 
RS and at most to the reorder level + minimum order 

quantity ( QSR  ). The value of 
R

tn
 
is calculated by; 
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The value of 
R

tn is rounded up to the nearest integer since only complete case packs can be 

ordered. 

 

Estimated amount of outdating 

The estimated amount of outdating is necessary in the EWA policy (formula 2) and is denoted 

with tÔ . It is calculated, by using the withdrawal behavior and the age distribution, via 

recursive equations. The actual amount of outdating  tO  , the amount of products that are 

actually removed from the shelf, will depend on the withdrawal behavior of the customer. This 

can be either FIFO or LIFO. Therefore, different equations will be derived for both withdrawal 

policies. 
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For FIFO withdrawal, the amount that is withdrawn at period t is determined by; 
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The amount withdrawn for each batch at period t is the minimum of the remaining batch size 

(more is just not available) and the demand less what is already withdrawn from al older batch. 

Since we consider FIFO behavior, the demand is first withdrawn from older batches, before 

starting at the newer fresher batches. 

 

For LIFO withdrawal, the amount that is withdrawn at period t  is determined by; 
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The amount withdrawn for each batch at period t is the minimum of the remaining batch size 

(more is just not available) and the demand less what is already withdrawn from al newer batch. 

Since we consider LIFO behavior, the demand is first withdrawn from newer batches, before 

starting at the newer fresher batches. 

 

Each review period the ordering decision will determine the remaining batches characteristics

mLtB ,1 . All the remaining batches will be updated at the end of the day for demand, outdating 

and aging. 

trtrrt WBB  1,1      (6) 

The batch with a one day remaining shelf life will determine the outdating, at period t , by 

subtracting the withdrawal for that period. The remaining items in the batch will outdate. 

1,1, ttt WBO       (7) 

Procedure 

The recursive equations that are derived here are used to calculate the estimated amount of 

outdating. For each of the following periods i  , from 1 ti  to 1 RLti , we derive the 

estimated outdating by calculating the withdrawal and the outdating on the remaining batches in 

period i  with formula (4) to (7) under the assumption that the demand in period i  is equal to the 

expected demand. The following procedure is used; (starting with 1 ti )  

1. The estimated withdrawal is derived for period i by using formula (4) or (5), 

depending on the withdrawal behavior, and assumed that the demand in period i  is 

equal to the expected demand. 

2. Derive the remaining available batches for the next period. Assumed that the demand 

in period i  is equal to the expected demand from Step 1, determine the estimated 

outdating in period i  using formula (6) and (7). 

3. When the following equation holds 1 RLti  start again with Step 1 for the 

next period 1:  ii  if not, stop. 
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Emergency order policy 

Since there is no outdating for emergency orders the inventory position used for determining the 

emergency order  size is based on the regular (R,S) policy; 
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Since emergency orders can be ordered lot-for-lot the size of the emergency order 
E

tn  is always 

the difference of the inventory position and the order-up-to level. The inventory position will 

therefore always be at the reorder level
ES after ordering;  

  E

tE

E

t IPSn      (9) 

For evaluation of the dual sourcing policy with the single sourcing policy the average cost, per 

expected unit sold, were measured over multiple periods.  
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Where CQ is the purchase price of the product, tH is the amount of regularly ordered products, 

tM  the amount of units ordered by emergency shipments, tZ  the amount of outdated units, and 

tK  the units lost sales. The experimental design of the simulation will be explained further in 

chapter six. 
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5. Model input 

The aim of this chapter is to explain which parameters and levels are used as input for the model 

and why these parameters and levels were chosen. Also the current situation of the SPAR 

regarding ready rate and outdating is shown. The cost levels for outdating and lost sales will be 

derived from the sales- and customer behavior analysis. Furthermore there will be an indication 

of which products or categories we recommend to include in the emergency shipments based on 

the customer behavior and category characteristics. Considering that every store is different this 

chapter will also show if differentiation between stores is necessary on both cost levels and 

product / category selection.  

5.1 Data collection and analysis 

In paragraph 3.4 we already explained the data collection methods that are used. Before moving 

on to the results we will shortly explain why and how we used these methods. To make 

statements about the customers, stores and costs involved, the following methods of data 

collection and analysis are used; 

 Current available reports on SPAR customers. GFK provides specific customer behavior 

of SPAR customers by keeping track of this customer. These reports will be used to 

provide a starting point for this research. This starting point will be discussed in the next 

section. 

 Analysis of the point of sale (POS) data. The cash register provides data on the exact 

moment of sales for each product. With this data we can find sales characteristic like 

substitution and ready rate within the specific product groups, categories and products. 

 SPAR customer questionnaires. A questionnaire was performed among 984 SPAR 

customers during a one month period at six stores. With the questionnaire we analyze the 

customer buying behavior and response to out of stocks. 

 Store audits. The ready rates of 30 products in each store were measured during one week 

in each store. This provided an indication on the service level position of SPAR. 

Since there is an overlap of results from the different data collection methods the results will be 

discussed per topic where available. 

5.1.1 Research starting point 

Based on reports that are available on SPAR customers and customer behavior we can define 

the statements on which we can further elaborate. The statements will be analyzed further in the 

different paragraphs and are used to eventually conclude which parameter levels should be used. 

From the available GFK reports (GFK, 2009) we find the following results; of all the SPAR 

customers 90% is less than 25% loyal for their total grocery purchases. This is the first 

indication that most customers buy the weekly groceries, mostly non-perishables, at other stores 

and only partly buy their groceries, day fresh items, at SPAR. Another indication is the 

composition and size of the shopping list, 80% of the customers buys in small baskets (less than 

20 products) where the food average is 60%. The low fair share of the type of products which 

are bought in the typical weekly (large basket) shopping trip also supports this idea. The fair 

share is the share of a category relative to the total turnover of SPAR compared to the other food 

retail concepts. For the „forgotten‟ groceries like tobacco, desserts and beer this fair share is 

high. The average size of the receipt is €15,85 (GFK, 2009) which is lower than the average in 

the industry.  From these initial observations statement A is defined; “The customers will visit 

the SPAR for the daily shopping trip to buy the „standard‟ day fresh items and forgotten 

groceries. For the weekly shopping trip, to buy the non-perishables, luxury items and special 
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goods they visit the competitor stores”. Statement A will be used to define the important 

categories that require a higher fill rate. Groceries which are on the shopping list are more 

important for the customer than products that are bought while shopping. 

Furthermore, within the different categories we also make a distinction. From the GFK 

reports (GFK, 2009) we find the following observations. Within the day fresh categories, SPAR 

has high fair shares of dairy (104%) and bread (147%). Lunch meats are on the average level 

(100%), and fruit & vegetables (80%), meat (90%), (fresh) cheese (83%) are below average. 

Based on these fare shares we define statement B. “Within the day fresh items, meat, cheese, fish 

are less bought by the SPAR customer and dairy, lunch meats and bread are more likely to be 

bought”. With further research on statement B we will show the specific categories which are 

bought within perishables each visit and thus are of high importance. We think that products 

which have a good option to store for a longer period, like meat, will be more likely to be 

bought at the competitor since the customer price image is lower there.  

Since we expect that the customer behavior is different for stores facing higher competition 

statement C is defined. “Customers show different behavior at SPAR stores that are facing 

higher competition than those facing lower competition”. The different consumer reaction will 

determine the actual cost for SPAR resulting from the customer behavior. Regarding this 

statement we aim to determine if differentiation between stores is necessary. If differentiation is 

necessary we can determine if the method should be used to decrease outdating or increase fill 

rate for a specific store by changing the cost factors that are used. 

 

5.2 Sales and product characteristics 

 

In order to find relevant products or categories, i.e. products that need a high fill rate, that can be 

used in the emergency shipments this paragraph will show the reasons that customers visit a 

SPAR store, the traffic drivers. Furthermore this paragraph discusses the relevant product and 

category characteristics.  

5.2.1 Traffic drivers 

In this section we will start with further elaboration on statement A for the specific product 

groups; ”Customers visit the SPAR for the daily shopping trip to buy the „standard‟ day fresh 

items and forgotten groceries. For the weekly shopping trip, to buy their non-perishables, 

luxury items and special goods, they visit the competitor stores” From the questionnaire we find 

supporting results, 76% of the customers visit at least one other supermarket or specialist store. 

Furthermore the visit frequency is high for SPAR store and low for the other supermarket or 

specialist. The questionnaire showed an average visit frequency of 3,4 times per week for SPAR 

store where for the other supermarket the average is 1,0 times per week. This frequency ratio 

fits perfectly considering week groceries (as the name already denotes, one times per week) and 

day fresh items (bought daily). The results from the questionnaire can be found in Appendix D. 

From the POS data analysis we can derive the share per customer receipt of the product 

group. The occurrence of a product group is measured based on the timestamp at the point of 

sale. We assume that all sales in the same minute will together form a receipt, especially when 

the daily visits are low this will give a fairly good estimation of the different receipts. Table 5.1 

shows that on average 73% of all receipts include perishables. Overall, the percentages are 

lower for STORE_D indicating that customers buy less number of categories than at the other 

stores.  
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TABLE 5.1: % OCCURENCE OF PRODUCT TYPE WITHIN RECEIPT 

 STORE_A STORE_ B STORE_C STORE_D STORE_E STORE_F Average 

Frozen products 16% 17% 12% 11% 19% 13% 15% 

Non-perishables 81% 82% 76% 66% 80% 79% 77% 

Non Food/ Services 32% 26% 27% 34% 35% 25% 30% 

Fresh products 87% 74% 66% 57% 76% 77% 73% 

 

From the questionnaire we find similar results although the non-perishables percentage is lower, 

56% buys non perishables, 68% day fresh, 60% buys the forgotten groceries at SPAR (Table 

D1, Appendix D) these are averages over a one month period. This difference may indicate that 

customers have day fresh items at their shopping list and also buy one or more products of the 

non-perishables when visiting the store.  

 

Categories 

Now we found that day fresh items are the traffic drivers for SPAR we can look further into this 

category. This will provide the answer to statement B; “Within day fresh items the meat, cheese, 

fish are less bought by the SPAR customer, dairy, lunch meats and bread are likely to be bought 

more”. Again we looked at the POS data and used the questionnaire. In Figure 5.1 we find that, 

based on the POS data, fruit & vegetables, bread and dairy are bought in roughly half of all 

customer visits. However, there are deviations in the pattern over the stores (Figure 5.1). Except 

for bread and meat, the categories show different sales per store and categories. These results 

indicate that there are differences in the importance of a category for a certain store. 

 

 
FIGURE 5.1: % OCCURENCE OF CATEGORIES WITHIN PERISHABLES RECEIPT 

 

From the questionnaire we find less difference between the perishables group (Table 5.2). The 

question asked was if the product group is mostly bought at SPAR. If this occurs at lower 

frequency these figures will indeed be relatively equal since most customers do buy a product 

from each category at a certain moment in the week. However, there are exceptions, non-

perishables and cheese are less often bought, and bread is clearly bough more often. 

 

TABLE 5.2: % OF CUSTOMERS WHO BUY A CATEGORY AT SPAR 

Category Non-perishables F&V Bread Meat Lunch meats Dairy Cheese 

% customers 68% 77% 87% 74% 77% 77% 72% 
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Moment of sales 

The moment of sales is relevant for determining the relation between ready rate and fill rate and 

can also be used for the implementation plan later on. From the POS data we find that the sales 

are high on Monday slowly declining on Tuesday and Wednesday and again increasing on 

Thursday while peaking on Friday and Saturday (Figure C4, Appendix C). Compared to the 

food average (Broekmeulen et al., 2006), including non-perishables, the sales are higher in the 

beginning of the week (Monday and Tuesday) and the peak on Friday is lower.  

Throughout the day there are peaks between 10:00 and 11:00 and 16:00 and 17:00 except for 

Saturday where the sales are higher in the morning, and there is no peak in the afternoon. Before 

12:00, 50% of the daily sales have occurred except for bread. Bread shows higher sales in the 

morning and no peak in the afternoon (excluding Saturday), roughly 65% of the sales occur 

before 12:00. All these sales characteristics are shown in Appendix C.  

5.2.2 Category and product characteristics 

This section will describe the category and product characteristics and will also discuss how the 

sales of this category occur. With this information we can recommend a category to include or 

not include in the emergency shipment assortment. 

 

Categories 

The differentiation between categories is necessary since each category is of different 

importance to the customer and each category has his specific characteristics on e.g. substitution 

behavior and shelf life. Operationally if the products will be delivered directly from the supplier 

the number of suppliers will also be relevant per category since this is determining the total 

logistics cost. 

 

Bread 

From the POS data we find that on average in 38% of the customer visits at least one article is 

bought from the category bread. It was also found that most sales took place in the morning. 

This may indicate a high level of out of stocks in the afternoon or the fact that consumers only 

buy bread in the morning. Possibly more effects play a role here. Since there are days to be 

found where there are sales until closing time of the store we can fairly state that there are also 

stock outs to be found. However from the research of Van Woensel et al. (2007) the sales do 

occur mostly in the morning and customers do not expect to have all types of bread available 

until closing time. Customers are more willing to substitute and thus stock out cost will be lower 

in the afternoon. This is also found in the questionnaire results where some customers indicated 

that they did not expected to find the specific type of bread that was on their shopping list 

As mentioned earlier the data shows a high level of substitution. In order to keep the 

customer satisfied it is therefore important to have a high fill rate on at least the basic white and 

brown breads (Van Woensel et al., 2007). The more special products, with more expensive 

ingredients, can have a lower fill rate to avoid outdating. These special products could then be 

recommended to include in the emergency shipments. However this category is already directly 

delivered on a daily basis from the regional suppliers, therefore emergency shipments will not 

improve the current situation unless the review period is shorter than one day. 

 

Meat / lunch meats 

To make a clear distinction between meat and lunch meats we will first explain the difference. 

With meat we mean the meat that is generally used for dinner. With lunch meats we mean the 

(pre-cut) meats that are generally used with breakfast and lunch in combination with bread.  
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SPAR receives a low appreciation for meat, 26% of the store visits includes one or more 

meat products where in the food average this is 36% (GFK, 2009). From the POS data we find a 

similar figure (25%).  For lunch meats this level is comparable (28%). Lunch meats have a 

higher fair share than meat and from the POS data we find much higher sales in lunch meats 

than in meat. Improving freshness and availability in this category is therefore recommended. 

Product value, perishability and penalty cost are all high in this category especially in lunch 

meats where freezing is not likely. The customers may preferably buy meat in the weekly 

shopping trip and freeze the meat for the rest of the week.  

The purchase of meat is for 85% bought in small shopping trips (<20). For the food average 

this is 65% which may indicate that meat is mostly bought as forgotten grocery. For lunch meats 

we find higher overall sales and a higher frequency of sales. From the audit we can confirm that 

a high share of lunch meats are bought for lunch break stops including a product from the 

category bread. In general we can state that lunch meats are an important category for SPAR 

and meat is less important. Lunch meats are thus recommended to include in the emergency 

shipment, meat we can also recommend but only based on the product characteristics. If SPAR 

is aiming to increase sales in meat, or increase freshness we also recommend to include the 

category meat within the emergency shipments. 

 

Fruit & Vegetables (F&V) 

From the GFK customer survey we find that all aspects within this category (freshness, price, 

choice, promotions) score below average (GFK, 2009). It was also found that in 45% of the 

visits F&V are bough against 65% for the food average, furthermore 36% of customers buy 

their F&V elsewhere (GFK, 2009).  From the POS data we find that 36% of the cash receipts 

within fresh included a product from this category. The questionnaire shows that 23 percent 

buys their F&V elsewhere (Table 5.2). This indicates, relative to the other categories, that F&V 

is an important category for SPAR. Customers are less willing to substitute in F&V than in for 

example bread. Within this category perishability is high, substitution low and is found 

important by customers. This category is thus recommended to be included in the emergency 

shipment assortment. 

 

Fish 

In this category there are hardly any sales (1%), most stores do not even sell fish products with a 

shelf life lower than 9 days. Furthermore there is no data available on customer behavior within 

this category for SPAR and the demand patterns from the POS data are not sufficient to make 

significant statements. Considering the low sales and low share on the receipts the category fish 

will not be included further in this research. The category fish is thus not recommended to use 

with emergency shipments. 

 

Dairy 

For dairy we found that this category is the most occurring category on the receipts of the 

customer. Roughly 60% of the customers buy a product from this category each visit. Within 

dairy the main traffic drivers are the Milk and Drink Yoghurt. The fill rate of these products 

should therefore be high. Dairy also has high perishability, lower shelf life, important for the 

customer and thus this category is recommended for the emergency shipment assortment.  

 

Cheese 

The products within the category cheese are in general bought in large baskets, therefore the fair 

share of cheese is also low since we found that these groceries are mostly not bought at the 

SPAR. The perishability is relatively low so a lower fill rate may be achieved by higher safety 
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stock. There are however approximately five products which are fast moving namely different 

kinds of pre cut cheese used in combination with bread but considering the lower perishability it 

is not recommended to use with the method. In general most products within this category are 

not recommended for the emergency shipment assortment. 

 

Promotions, seasonal and new products 

This category cannot be described in terms of shelf life, mean demand and substitution behavior 

although we can state that overall this category is difficult to forecast since historic demand is 

not or only partly available. Outdating or lost sales are therefore more likely to occur. One other 

aspect is the penalty cost for lost sales in promotions. A common phenomenon is that customers 

visit the supermarket that offers an interesting promotion and while they are at the store, they 

also buy other products. A reoccurring out of stock for a customer will in the long term cause 

the customer to leave and buy at other retail chains. Overall, products which are: on promotion, 

during introduction or are temporarily in the assortment can therefore be recommended for the 

emergency shipment assortment. 

5.2.3 Product sales 

The best selling products at the stores can be found below. Table 5.3 shows high selling 

products found in multiple stores hereby correcting for higher sales in absolute numbers of large 

stores that diminish high sales of other products at smaller stores. The table verifies that the 

standard day fresh items are currently the main traffic drivers for SPAR.  

 

TABLE 5.3: MOST OCCURING PRODUCTS WITHIN CATEGORIES 

F&V Bread Cheese Meat Lunch meats Dairy 

Endive Traditional brown br. Young cheese cut. Kromensky  Filet Am. Naturel Half cream milk 

Bananas Farmers tyger white You. mat. cheese  Sucadestrip  Chicken curry salad Fresh milk HV2 

Cauliflower Farmers white Grated young ripe Cutlets Fillet Buttermilk 

Mushrooms Minc. meat sandwich Cut young cheese Rib of beef  KLP Grilled sausage Full cream milk 

Kiwi Whole-wheat Ripe cheese cut Drumsticks  Minced beef Low fat yoghurt 

Cucumber Cheese sandwich  Chicken crumbs Bacon stripes duo Vanilla custard 

Paprika Sausage roll   ZAV Ham of the bone Yoghurt 

Onion Soft brown round loaf   ZAV Bologna Drink raspberry 

Sauerkraut Soft white round loaf   ZAV Chicken fillet Drink straw/cherry 

Product parameters 

The aim of the simulation model is to at least include 95% of the product characteristics. The 

parameter levels for, shelf life, mean demand, variance to mean ratio and lot size are based on 

parameters as described in Van Donselaar et al. (2004). In Table 5.4 we find the levels for each 

parameter and the percentage of products that can be characterized by that level. Using Table 

5.4 it can be found that at least 95% of the products are included in the model. Since we only 

include day fresh items, with shelf life shorter as 10 days, 100% of the products are included in 

the model. Furthermore, since at SPAR most perishables can be ordered per consumer unit, we 

assume all products can be ordered lot for lot or at least in an amount as large as daily demand 

(Q/μ)=1. 

TABLE 5.4: PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS 

Product parameter Level Total range included  

Mean demand µ  {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8} 97% 

Variance to mean  σ2/µ {0.5, 1, 2, 4} 95% 

Shelf life m {2, 3, 4, 5, 9} 100% 

Lot size Q (Q/μ) {Lot-for-lot, 1, 2} 100% 
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5.3 Service level 

In order to find the current service level of the SPAR stores and the consequences (cost) of this 

service level several analysis will be performed. With these analyses an estimation of the 

current overall out of stock (OOS) rate can be made. Furthermore, the analysis should indicate 

products or product groups which are more problematic regarding service level and thus will be 

more relevant to use with the proposed emergency shipment method. 

 

Service level definition 

In this report we use the service level definitions fill rate (P2) and ready rate (P3) as described 

by Silver et al. (1998). The ready rate is the fraction of the time the net stock of a product is 

positive. In other words, the product is physically on the shelves and available for the customer. 

The fill rate is the fraction of customer demand that is met and thus can be used to determine the 

costs involved. The out of stock rate (1-P3) is defined as fraction of the time the net stock of a 

product is negative. The out of stock rate (1-P2) is the percentage demand that is not met, also 

referred to as lost sales. Lost sales are calculated by demand minus sales. The measurements 

from the store and the analysis of the POS data will both show the ready rate since the actual fill 

rate is hard to measure. 

 

POS-analysis results 

The sales are found to be equal over the day for most categories (except on Saturday and for the 

category bread) (Appendix C, Figure C3). For the last two exceptions sales mostly occur in the 

morning. Bread has daily deliveries and therefore the inventory can be modeled with the 

newsboy problem. An out of stock in bread always occurs later on in the day. Since customers 

don‟t expect to find bread later in the day (Van Woensel et al., 2007) the fill rate will be higher 

than the ready rate. For all other product categories the occurrence of an out of stock takes place 

a certain duration before delivery. Since there are no daily deliveries and deliveries are 

scheduled throughout the whole day and different days a week, the occurrence of an out of stock 

is found; only in the morning, only in the afternoon, the whole day and at every day in the week. 

This is supported by the POS data analysis and the store audit. Since demand is generally 

equally spread over morning and afternoon and OOS occurrence is relative random over the day 

we may assume that the ready rate is equal to the fill rate for all categories except bread. In 

Table 5.5 the out of stock estimation of the different stores and categories can be found. For 

STORE_D the demand in the period of measuring was too low to find clear OOS patterns and 

therefore no estimation is available. 

 

TABLE 5.5: POS OOS RATE ESTIMATION (1-P3)  

 

STORE_A STORE_B STORE_C STORE_D STORE_E STORE_F STORE_H Average 

F&V 8 % 13% 9% * 11% 15% 9% 11% 

Bread 10 % * * * 16% 13% 15% 14% 

Cheese 5 %* 7%* * * * 7%* * 6% 

Fish * * * * * * * * 

Meat(s) 8 % 9% 8% * 6% 14% 7% 9% 

Dairy 6 % 4%* 14% * 5% 5% 5% 7% 

Average 7% 8% 10% * 10% 11% 9%  

*insufficient demand 
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Audit results 

From the store audit we find the ready rate is different than from the POS data analysis. For the 

audit a selection of 30 products for each store was made and were followed during one week. 

The difference with the POS service level are due to the different measurement methods, 

differences in period of measuring, different product selection and the shorter period of 

measuring. Also products with lower demand were taken into account where we found that an 

out of stock occurred less often than with faster moving products. The results of the audit 

measurements can be found in Table 5.6. 

 

TABLE 5.6: AUDIT OOS RATE AND OUTDATING 

 STORE_A STORE_B STORE_C STORE_C STORE_E STORE_F Average 

Ready rate (P3) 94,9% 98,8% 91,8% 88,4% 95,2% 93,9% 93,8% 

Turnover(2) 49 37 24 15 41 54 - 

Outdating(3) 4,7% *
(1) 4,9% *

(1) 2,6% 2,4% 3,7% 
(1) not available (2) x €1.000  (3) % of consumer turnover perishables 

 

A lower ready rate in the store is not always caused by the ordering decisions of the store. 

Previous research within SPAR shows the actual fill rate within perishables and non-perishables 

from the distribution centre to the store. Based on actual measurement in three stores a 99,5% 

fill rate was achieved within perishables, for non-perishables the actual fill rate was 96,5%. 

From these figures we can conclude that within fresh goods the main part of the out of stock 

occurrences is caused by store management. This can be due to ordering or shelf stacking of 

backroom inventory. From the store audit we found some occurrences due to the shelf stacking 

but by far in most cases ordering behavior was the main reason for the out of stock occurrence. 

If shelf stacking was the reason, the duration of the OOS was only short due to the small sizes of 

supply. 

 

5.4 SPAR strategy 

Not only current customers and sales should determine which products should have higher 

availability but also the strategic view for the future of SPAR main management and unit 

management of perishables should be included. This strategy will also influence the lost sales 

cost levels from a strategic point of view. If a strategy is to improve on service levels the lost 

sales cost should be high. Furthermore if the vision of SPAR is to be „green‟ then outdating cost 

should be higher to avoid disposal of products. The SPAR strategy will be used in the 

determination of the cost factor levels. 

5.5 Cost factors 

The benefits of using the dual sourcing method will depend on the cost made but also saved by 

introducing the emergency shipments. In this paragraph we will determine and explain the cost 

factors and levels that are used for the simulation model. These factors are, outdating, lost sales 

and emergency cost. 

5.5.1 Outdating 

Outdating depends heavily on the shelf life of the product and the variation in demand of the 

product. The level of outdating between category groups will therefore differ since the variation 

of demand and product shelf life are different between products and categories. In Table 5.6 the 
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outdating level of four stores is provided measured as percentage of the perishables store 

turnover. 

In Table 5.7 we show the outdating averaged over 34 weeks differentiated over the category 

groups for STORE_C. STORE_C was selected since only from this store the data over multiple 

weeks and categories was available. This data will show the differences between the outdating 

within the perishables groups and will only be used to provide an indication since there is only 

data available from one store. 

These levels are averaged over all perishables and thus also take into account week fresh 

items. This data will provide an indication the different outdating levels per category. As we can 

see outdating is high in fresh cut fruit & vegetables, lunch meats, meat, salads and bake-off. 

From the table we observe that the higher the turnover within a product group the lower the 

outdating and vice versa. This theory was tested by using the perishables turnover and outdating 

of the available weeks. Here we found a significant correlation (Adj. R
2
=0,645; sig.=0.005; b1=-

0.408). This finding can be used in deciding the fill rate level for the category. We also looked 

at the total outdating per week versus the turnover that week over the 34 weeks. Using a 95% 

confidence interval we found no significant correlation (Adj. R
2
=0,075; sig.=0.064; b1=0.02). 

The statistical results of both regressions can be found in Appendix E, Table E2 and E3. 

 

TABLE 5.7: OOS RATE AND OUTDATING (STORE_C) 

 Cut F&V F&V Dairy Cheese Lunch meats Salads Meals Meat Bread Bake-off 

Turnover %(1) 5,3 19,9 16 8,1 12,6 1,5 1,6 9,8 21,4 3,6 

Outdating avg.(2) 10,7% 2,4% 3,4% 2,9% 5,1% 11,5% 8,4% 8,7% 0,7% 5,7% 

Outdating week 30 14,9% 2,0% 5,2% 2,1% 3,7% 42,3% 0% 10,3% 1,5% 7,1% 

 (1) % total consumer turnover perishables  

 

 

Outdating cost levels 

The outdating costs are the additional costs that are made when a product is outdated and has to 

be removed from the shelf and disposed. In the model we include four levels of outdating cost, 

these levels will be discussed here. To increase sales of almost outdated products discounting is 

used. The new price will be assumed to be half of the SPAR purchase price. However a negative 

side effect is that the product that was bought when no de-priced product was sold has now less 

sales and thus lost margin. A level of -0,5 is used when the product receives a discount. This 

will enhance sales of almost outdated products and will provide the incentive of FIFO behavior 

which is highly desirable. This generates at least some turnover where otherwise no turnover is 

generated or even costs have to be made. However we assume in the model all outdated 

products can always be sold at this level. A level of zero was included if no extra cost have to be 

made, although since outdating costs time to register and physical disposal in most cities is not 

for free, there will be a level of 0,5 included which means the cost of outdating are 50% of the 

product purchase value. A level of two is included when the retailer want to avoid outdating. 

Since SPAR aims to be a green and responsible supermarket we will also simulate a strategy 

where outdating cost are extremely high to avoid outdating. 

5.5.2 Lost sales 

The reaction of the customer to an out of stock is the main factor which determines the lost sales 

cost. Therefore we will explain in this section how the SPAR customer reacts to an out of stock 

and what the resulting costs are. Furthermore the overall lost sales cost will be determined from 

this response and other relevant customer behavior. 
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Consumer response to out of stocks 

The customer response to an out of stock was determined by the use of the questionnaire. Only 

actual response behavior was asked when customers were faced with an out of stock. This is 

because the response depends on the type of product that is needed; no general statement can 

thus be made by the customer. The downside is that the number of data on consumer response is 

low and may not be enough to provide an accurate estimation. It will however at least give a fair 

indication. Based on the 82 of the 984 customers who were faced with an out of stock, the 

consumer response can be found in Figure 5.2. This means that 8,3% of the customers that were 

questioned were faced with at least one product that was out of stock. This can be considered as 

a high level, which is not desired. From Table D2, Appendix D we find that on store level 2 to 

26 percent of the customers that were questioned faced an out of stock during the week of 

measurement. Due to the lower sample size it was not possible to find the underlying difference 

of customers within each out of stock response since the numbers of responses per category 

were too low. One important remark is that the customers that already left SPAR because of out 

of stocks are not included in the questionnaire. The possible realization of improving service 

may cause a return of these customers. From the literature review we already found the 

worldwide overall average response to out of stock. Here we will discuss the different responses 

that were found and the differences with previous research on these responses. 

 

 

FIGURE 5.2: CONSUMER RESPOSE TO OOS 

 

1) Substitution 

Since the hourly demands are relatively low it was hard to determine the substitution level 

within the categories from the POS data. However a high level of substitution is found within 

the category bread. If an out of stock occurred the customer mostly substitutes to a similar type 

of bread with the same specifics e.g. white or brown bread. An example is provided in 

Appendix C, Figure C6. These findings are also supported by the research of Van Woensel et al. 

(2007) where a level of 85% for substitution was found within bread. For the other categories 

the POS data did not show clear patterns of substitution behavior. From the questionnaire we 

find that the level of substitution is far lower than the average found by Corsten and Gruen 

(2003). Another explanation may be that since 76% of the customers also visit another store 

than SPAR it is easy to buy the product at the other store without extra effort than when a 

special visit is needed otherwise. 

 

2) Delay of purchase  

Corsten and Gruen (2003) found a worldwide average for delay of purchase of 17 percent. Our 

findings almost double that figure (35 percent). A possible explanation is that many older 

people, 65+ category customers, do not have the means to visit another store themselves and are 

forced to delay their purchase. Moreover since the visit frequency is high and the products are 

not needed that same day, it is ok to buy the product in the next visit. This delay of purchase 
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could not be found from the POS data analysis since demand is low and clear patterns are thus 

difficult to find. Day fresh items are often used that same day and thus simply can‟t be delayed. 

 

3) Buy elsewhere or do not purchase 

This reaction is most problematic for SPAR since both reactions cause lost sales and enhance a 

low customer image of SPAR. Customers may be lost for longer periods when they are faced by 

an out of stock on numerous visits. It was found that 53% buys elsewhere or do not purchase. 

This figure is far above the average found by Corsten and Gruen (2003). Another explanation 

may be that since 76% also visits another store than SPAR it is easy to buy the product at the 

other store without extra effort than when a special visit is needed. Lost sales cost must 

therefore also include high cost values.   

 

Lost sales cost 

With the consumer behavior we found in this research we can derive a better estimation on the 

lost sales cost that is necessary as input for the model. In Table 5.13 a summary of all cost 

factors and levels is provided. The cost factors are normalized as the ratio to purchase cost per 

unit. The purchase cost is valued one. Since at SPAR the overall substitution level is low, the 

lost sales cost should be relatively high. The average size of the receipt is €15,85 (GFK, 2009). 

The cost of losing a customer (losing the basket value) is approximately €15,85 *3,42 *52 ≈ 

€2800 of lost turnover each year. This is the average receipt multiplied by the visitor frequency 

per week and the number of weeks. In combination with a high „buy elsewhere‟ rate it is 

reasonable to say that the lost sales cost can be higher. For the model the cost levels 2, 5 and 10 

will be simulated. The level of 2 will mean, lost product margin and some customer 

dissatisfaction, a level of 10 means that eventually the customer „basket value‟ will be lost. In 

between a level of five will represent the value if due to one out of stock multiple products are 

bought elsewhere or a product group will not be bought at SPAR anymore.  

5.5.3 Emergency cost 

The emergency costs are the premium cost to supply the product opposed to the cost of regular 

supply and expressed as the percentage of the purchase value. However, from operational point 

of view the more products supplied per store, the more the logistic cost per product will drop. 

Moreover, every store will have a different total supply of products and thus makes the 

emergency cost per product different. With this in mind it is not possible to determine a fixed 

emergency cost. Therefore, four levels are taken into account ranging from 10% to 200% of the 

product value. This will show at which emergency cost the product can be included in the 

emergency shipments and still be less costly. 

5.6 Store differences 

Throughout this chapter we already showed if there were store differences regarding sales, 

ready rate and outdating. In this paragraph we aim to find if there are relevant differences 

between the stores based on the selection criteria competition and turnover. If relevant 

differences are found, differentiation between stores is needed in product, category or cost 

factor selection. This research will answer our research statement C; “Customers of SPAR stores 

that are facing higher competition are more likely to buy at the competition when facing an out 

of stock” 
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Competition 

The determination of high or low competition for a certain store was based on the input from the 

store advisors and the travel distance to other supermarket chains or specialist stores. By using 

the Z-test and the independent samples t-test we find if the means significantly differ between 

the two group‟s (yes- and no competition) for relevant variables. Table 5.8 and 5.9 shows the 

output of the statistical analysis. We can conclude that there are differences to be found between 

the two groups yes (1) and no (0) competition. At stores facing higher competition a larger 

percentage of customers visit another supermarket and also buy mainly forgotten groceries at 

SPAR. Weekly groceries and non-perishables are bought by a lower percentage of customers. 

We find that at the higher competition stores only 29% of the customers buy their week 

groceries where in stores facing less competition this is 67%.  

We also see a large difference in the frequency of visiting the supermarket (Table 5.9). 

Customers of stores facing higher competition have a lower visitor frequency per week at SPAR 

and a higher visit frequency for the other supermarket. 

From these results we can conclude that the lost sales cost for stores facing competition is 

higher than stores facing less competition. 

 

TABLE 5.8: % GROUP DIFFERENCES (COMPETITION) 

Variable Group** N M SD Z-Value 

VISIT DIFFERENT STORE 0 687 ,71 ,455 6,024* 

 1 297 ,89 ,319  

VISIT SUPERMARKET 0 687 ,62 ,487 7,745* 

 1 297 ,87 ,342  

VISIT SPECIAL STORE 0 687 ,21 ,407 0,27 

 1 297 ,20 ,400  

BUY WEEK GROCERIES 0 687 ,67 ,470 10,941* 

 1 297 ,29 ,453  

BUY DAY FRESH GROCERIES 0 687 ,68 ,466 0,234 

 1 297 ,67 ,471  

BUY FORGOTTEN GROCERIES 0 687 ,49 ,500 10,812* 

 1 297 ,86 ,346  

BUY NON PERISHABLES 0 687 ,76 ,428 7,886* 

 1 297 ,51 ,501  

* p< .01 ** 0=no competition, 1= competition 

 

 

TABLE 5.9: VISIT FREQUENCY GROUP DIFFERENCES (COMPETITION) 

Variable Group** t DF 

Sig. * 

(2 tailed)      M SD 

CI 95% 

Lower 

CI 95% 

Upper 

VISIT FREQUENCY SPAR 0 12,378 545 .000 3,78 1,565 1,081 1,488 

 1    2,50 1,389   

VISIT FREQUENCY OTHER 0 -8,183 340 .000 ,82 ,635 -0,692 -0,424 

 1    1,38 1,027   

     *equal variance was not assumed <.01, ** 0=no competition, 1=competition 

 

Turnover 

Following the same method as for the grouping on competition we will now show the difference 

on the different turnover groups. Based on higher and lower turnover stores (cutoff point 70% of 

highest turnover) we did find significant differences for certain variables (Table 5.10). 

However, the differences themselves are not that large. For the stores which have higher 
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turnover, more customers buy week groceries, fresh products and non perishables but less 

customers buy less forgotten groceries and visit a supermarket if they visit another store. 

Based on the different turnover groups we did not find any significant differences of the visit 

frequency at SPAR and the visit frequency at the other supermarket (Table 5.11).  

The results will implicate that for stores having higher turnover, the availability of fresh 

products is more important since more customers buy from the category fresh products. 

Therefore lost sales cost is higher. 

 

TABLE 5.10: % GROUP DIFFERENCES (TURNOVER) 

Variable Group*** N M SD Z-Value 

VISIT DIFFERENT STORE 0 398 0,80 0,40 2,100* 

 1 586 0,74 0,44  

VISIT SUPERMARKET 0 398 0,76 0,43 3,605** 

 1 586 0,65 0,48  

VISIT SPECIAL STORE 0 398 0,18 0,38 1,809 

 1 586 0,23 0,42  

BUY WEEK GROCERIES 0 398 0,48 0,50 3,964** 

 1 586 0,61 0,49  

BUY DAY FRESH GROCERIES 0 398 0,63 0,48 2,566* 

 1 586 0,71 0,45  

BUY FORGOTTEN GROCERIES 0 398 0,65 0,48 2,758** 

 1 586 0,56 0,50  

BUY NON PERISHABLES 0 398 0,64 0,48 2,244* 

 1 586 0,71 0,45  

* p< .05, ** p<.01, ***  0=lower turnover, 1=higher turnover 

 

 

TABLE 5.11: VISIT FREQUENCY GROUP DIFFERENCES (TURNOVER) 

Variable Group** t DF 

Sig. * 

(2 tailed)     M SD 

CI 95% 

Lower 

CI 95% 

Upper 

VISIT FREQUENCY SPAR 0 0,575 952 0,575 3,46 1,633 -0,149 0,272 

 1   0,574 3,40 1,617   

VISIT FREQUENCY OTHER 0 0,309 982 0,309 0,99 0,772 -0,089 0,123 

 1   0,313 0,97 0,826   

     *equal variance was assumed >.05, ** 0=lower turnover, 1=higher turnover 

 

 

Assortment differences 

Based on the POS data we find no clear differences based on the assortment. The in store audit 

was also necessary to verify the differences since the store is allowed to purchase products via 

other suppliers than the SPAR Holding. These products will not always be showed in the POS 

data, or might show with different descriptions. 

 

TABLE 5.12: ASSORTMENT DIFFERENCES 

Store Assortment 

STORE_A Lunch meats more luxurious, other categories are mainly the primary standard groceries 

STORE_B  Small assortment, relative standard products, bread more luxurious 

STORE_C  Bread more luxurious, other categories are relative standard 

STORE_D  Small assortment 

STORE_E  Standard assortment, F&V relative small, high share of bread also more luxurious 

STORE_F  More luxury goods, relative low primary sales in F&V, meat more luxury 
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5.7 Conclusion  

Based on the sales pattern, customer behavior and SPAR strategy we could determine the cost 

factors and recommend the important categories that can be used for the emergency shipments. 

Furthermore the analysis of the data sources reveals that SPAR has indeed possibilities to 

improve the fill rate and outdating cost. 

Category / product selection 

Based on the analyses we can conclude that the SPAR customer buy their weekly groceries at 

the competitor retail stores, if reasonably possible, and will buy the day fresh items and 

forgotten groceries at SPAR. Within the day fresh product group we recommend a focus on the 

categories; 

 Fruit & Vegetables 

 Lunch meats 

 Dairy 

These categories are the main traffic drivers and also account for a large part of the out of stocks 

and outdating at the SPAR store. The category and current supply chain characteristics make 

them suitable for including in the emergency shipments. Within these categories we recommend 

a focus on the standard fast moving products as shown in Table 5.3. 

 

Cost factors 

In previous paragraphs we explained what the cost factors represent and how we determined the 

level for each of these cost factors. In Table 5.14 a complete overview of the cost factors can be 

found. 

 

TABLE 5.13 COST FACTORS AND LEVELS SUMMARY 

Cost Factor Level Description 

Outdating costs ratio CO/CQ -0,5 Discount  

 0 No extra cost 

 0,5 Extra time and disposal cost 

 2 Penalty 

Lost sales costs ratio CL/CQ 2 Lost margin 

 5 Multiple lost margin 

 10 Lost basket value, customer loss 

Emergency costs  ratio CE/CQ 0.1 10% of purchase value 

 0.2 20% of purchase value 

 0.5 50% of purchase value 

 2 200% of purchase value 

 

Store differences 

From the questionnaire data we found relevant differences between the stores based on the 

product categories, level of competition and turnover. We therefore conclude that we should 

differentiate between the stores in the way how we use the emergency shipments and which 

products we include. These differences will result in different lost sales cost for each store and 

thus will determine the savings that can be achieved compared to the single souring strategy. 

The specific categories can be of different importance for a store. This will result in a 

different lost sales cost setting.  
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Higher competition stores should focus on increasing fill rate while lower competition stores 

should focus on lower outdating. The simulation model will automatically give this result since 

the lost sales factor is different between higher and lower competition. 

Higher turnover stores have in general higher sales within the perishables. Therefore these 

stores should even have a higher availability than lower turnover stores, resulting in a higher 

lost sales cost. 
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6. Model solving  

In this chapter we will discuss the experimental design and provide the input parameters and 

simulation results. The simulation results are split in two parts. First the general insights from 

the simulation will be shown. Next we will provide and discuss a few examples for specific 

settings and products that are applicable for SPAR.  

6.1 Experimental design 

The results of the simulation model are generated in two parts. Part one will for each experiment 

provide a range of different safety stock combinations under regular and emergency supply until 

a target fill rate range was achieved (from 0% emergency supply (SR, 0) until a 100% fill rate 

(SR, SE) ). Part two will calculate the cost for each of safety stock combinations per experiment, 

and shows the lowest cost found for single supply and a dual supply. 

 

Part 1 

Each experiment and safety stock combination is simulated for 7500 periods from which 500 

warm up periods and 7000 recorded periods. For each combination, 10 replications were 

performed or until a fill rate was achieved with a precision level of 0,002 with a confidence of 

95%. The reported averages from the simulation are thus the result of at least 10 replications, 

hereby following Law and Kelton (1991). For each of the experiments we now have a range of 

safety stock combinations and a resulting fill rate. 

 

Part 2 

For each experiment and safety stock combination the optimal order-up-to levels (SR, SE) with 

the minimal average cost was determined. Furthermore the optimal cost of the single supply 

mode is selected (where the reorder level for emergency orders was zero (SR, 0)). For each 

experiment e, the average cost difference between the optimal strategy under dual supply CD,e 

and single supply CS,e is calculated by; 
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The results of each experiment, in the total experiment set E
~

, including a certain parameter level 

are aggregated to find the influence of that parameter on the results. The average of the total 

experiment set E
~

is defined as a performance measure between the scenarios and strategies. The 

average performance is calculated by;  
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Experiments & Scenarios 

In this simulation the following three relevant scenarios of the total possible RR, RE and LE 

combinations will be simulated (Table 6.1). All these combinations have a regular lead time of 

one day (RL=1). 

I. Daily delivery (RR=1) with a emergency lead time of zero days (EL=0);  

II. Once per two days delivery (RR=2), with a emergency lead time of zero days (EL=0);  

III. Once per two days delivery (RR=2), with a emergency lead time of 1 day (EL=1) and 

emergency ordering only on days without regular ordering;  
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TABLE 6.1: PARAMETER LEVELS 

Parameter Scenario 

 I II III 

RR
*
 1 2 2 

LR
*
 1 1 1 

RE
*
 1 1 2 

LE
*
 0 0 1 

    
*
in days

 

 

Other possible scenarios are not relevant, not logical or will eventually show distorted results. A 

regular review of one, as in scenario I with an emergency lead time of one is not logical since 

they behave the same except for the cost, this will distort the result. Considering scenario III, the 

emergency review moment at the moment of regular review is removed. This can be derived 

from Figure 4.4. As explained earlier, if the emergency order (A) would have a lead time of one 

the deliveries behave the same and will distort the general results.  

Based on a full factorial experiment, using all the eight parameters and levels that are found 

in Table 6.2, 34.560 experiments could be made for each scenario. In total 103.680 experiments 

were generated.  

 

TABLE 6.2: INPUT PARAMETER AND LEVELS 

Model parameters Levels 

Mean demand μ  {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8} 

Variance to mean (σ
2
/µ) {0.5, 1, 2, 4} 

Shelf life m {2, 3, 4, 5, 9} 

Lot size  (Q/μ) {Lot-for-lot, 1, 2} 

Customer withdrawal policy  {LIFO, FIFO} 

Outdating cost  CO/CQ {-0.5, 0, 0.5, 2} 

Lost sales cost  CL/CQ {2, 5, 10} 

Emergency cost  CE/CQ {0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 2} 

 

6.2 General simulation results 

This paragraph will provide the general results over all averaged parameters. Table 6.3 shows 

the average relative cost difference between single supply and dual supply for each scenarios 

where a certain input parameter level is included. The value shown is the percentage benefit 

over the single sourcing method, positive values will indicate dual supply has lower cost; no 

cost difference indicates that single supply has lower cost. The cost difference is always positive 

since every dual sourcing experiment also includes a 0% emergency supply which in fact is 

single sourcing. The cost will therefore always be equal or lower compared to single sourcing.  

All experiments averaged we find that the cost difference is the highest for scenario II, 

4,59%, indicating dual supply performs better. Both scenarios I and III clearly perform less, for 

scenario I a difference of 1,25% is achieved, for scenario III this is 1,39%. Below we will 

discuss the general findings from the simulation results in more detail.  
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TABLE 6.3: SIMULATION OUTPUT 

Input parameter Levels               Scenario                  

     I              II          III 

All 0 1,25 4,59 1,39 

Product lifetime (M) 2 2,21 8,28 3,37 

 
3 1,46 7,01 1,56 

 
4 1,19 3,02 0,96 

 
5 0,92 3,30 0,73 

 
9 0,48 1,36 0,32 

Mean demand (D) 1 1,25 3,49 0,86 

 
2 1,27 4,18 1,14 

 
3 1,30 4,64 1,34 

 
4 1,27 4,81 1,48 

 
6 1,22 5,12 1,67 

 
8 1,20 5,31 1,84 

Variance to mean ratio (σ
2
/µ) 0,5 1,24 5,37 1,98 

 
1 1,20 4,88 1,55 

 
2 1,31 4,42 1,19 

 
4 1,26 3,69 0,84 

Case pack size (Q/µ) 0 0,83 3,10 0,87 

 
1 1,22 3,87 1,08 

 
2 1,71 6,80 2,22 

Fraction FIFO (%) 0 1,34 4,93 0,75 

 
100 1,17 4,26 2,03 

Outdating cost (CO  / CQ ) -0,5 0,53 1,83 0,48 

 
0 1,04 3,69 1,12 

 
0,5 1,41 5,07 1,59 

 
2 2,03 7,78 2,37 

Lost sales cost (CL / CQ) 2 0,34 2,99 0,54 

 
5 1,26 4,67 1,44 

 
10 2,16 6,12 2,18 

Emergency cost (CE / CQ) 0,1 2,12 6,59 2,40 

 0,2 1,66 5,82 1,88 

 0,5 1,00 4,33 1,07 

 2,0 0,23 1,63 0,20 

 

 

The shorter the product lifetime the higher the cost difference 

This finding was as expected since shorter lifetimes make it more difficult to forecast over the 

review period. Intrinsically improving the product shelf life is an option but can mean adding 

additives, with commercial and product cost implications or more expensive packaging. 

 

The higher mean demand the higher the cost difference 

For scenario II & III the emergency supply is increasingly beneficial compared to the single 

supply when the mean demand is higher. A finding which was expected since higher variations 

at larger mean demands will cause more outdating or out of stocks than for example when mean 

demand was one. This finding however can be used by aggregating the mean demand over a 

product group, at least if substitution between these products is present. By aggregating the 

mean we take for example a product group with a couple of similar items like three different 

brands of milk. Assumed that substitution between these items is present, the emergency 
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shipment method will increasingly be beneficial. The emergency supply can now deliver the 

product that is running (almost) out of stock. Furthermore, when considering a certain demand 

for a product group where substitution does occur, reducing the number of products within the 

product group will increase demand per product. This will lead to a better performance under 

both single sourcing and dual sourcing. 

However for scenario I the emergency supply is not increasingly beneficial compared to the 

single supply when the mean demand is higher. Under scenario I we find under higher demands 

that the outdating is less problematic while supply remains equal and the percentage of costly 

emergency supply is higher (Appendix F, Figure F1). Therefore the cost difference will not 

increase under higher demand levels for scenario one. 

 

When the variance to mean ratio increases the relative cost difference is decreasing 

Under scenario II and III we find that when the variance to mean ratio increases the relative cost 

difference is decreasing. This finding is counterintuitive since we would expect that the higher 

the mean to variance ratio the more difficult it is to forecast demand and thus emergency 

shipments should increasingly perform better than the base single sourcing scenario. Figure 6.1 

shows the levels of %outdating, supply and % emergency from which we can derive why the 

cost is decreasing. As we can see at higher fill rates and when the variance to mean ratio is high 

(level two or four) the outdating percentage is exploding while the relative percentage of 

emergency shipments is only slightly increasing. Both policies cannot cope anymore and 

increase supply to achieve the fill rate. Since supply is more expensive for emergency shipments 

and almost no benefits are created we actually see the percentage of emergency shipments even 

decrease slightly at the highest fill rates. The explosion of outdating at higher fill rates and high 

variance to mean ratio was also found by Van Donselaar and Broekmeulen (2010) in a regular 

single sourcing strategy. This reasoning seems reasonable since the absolute effect remains 

roughly equal (Figure 6.2) but since the cost increases the percentage of difference will 

decrease.  

 

 

FIGURE 6.1:  PERFORMANCE MEASURES OVER DIFFERENT σ2/µ LEVELS (Scenario II, M=4,D=4) 

 

Under scenario I we find that the difference over the variance to mean levels remains roughly 

equal as also found under different demands (Appendix F, Figure F2). Compared to scenario II 

& III we find that the percentage of emergency supply is much higher overall and shows no 

increasing trend over the different variance to mean levels. This results in a relative constant 

cost difference with single supply. 
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FIGURE 6.2: AVERAGE COST LEVELS 

 

The shorter the regular review period the lower the cost difference 

This result follows our intuition. A shorter review period can increase the frequency of supply 

where necessary. The remaining forecast period is shorter and the variation in demand can 

therefore be anticipated better, outdating and lost sales can therefore be reduced. 

 

The shorter the lead time of emergency shipments the higher the cost difference 

A shorter emergency lead time will increase the reactiveness to the variation in supply. The 

faster one can react to the variation in supply, e.g. an empty shelf, the sooner it is solved. The 

remaining forecast period however remains equal. 

 

Cost factors 

Higher emergency cost will decrease the benefit of emergency shipments. Higher outdating or 

lost sales cost will increase emergency cost performance. However, when the ratio of lost sales 

over outdating cost increases i.e. low outdating cost and high lost sales cost, the regular supply 

will be less costly at higher fill rates than the emergency supply. If the lost sales cost is set high 

compared to emergency and outdating cost the model will minimize lost sales. The model will 

buffer with higher safety stocks; these stocks are again more costly when supplied by 

emergency shipments. Additionally this results in increased outdating.  

 

Overall remarks 

Overall we can conclude that when the model, regardless of the reason, is buffering with high 

supply at a higher fill rate the emergency shipment is less beneficial or even more expensive. 

The reason is, as explained before, that the buffer is set so high that the period between normal 

supply and the emergency supply is completely buffered; emergency supply will therefore be 

outperformed by single supply since supply cost via emergency are more expensive. One way to 

solve these high buffers, and thereby outdating, is shortening the review period for the 

emergency supply.  

We found here that emergency supply is most recommended if; shelf life is short (5 or less), 

a regular review period of two days, a lead time of zero days, higher mean demands and high 

outdating cost.  
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6.3 SPAR simulation results 

 

In order to discuss the results which are relevant for SPAR we use the scenario and parameter 

levels which currently are in use by SPAR. These levels will be explained here. Approximately 

95% of all SPAR stores have a three time delivery per week. This corresponds with a regular 

review moment of two periods (days). Since a lead time of zero is realistic for SPAR, we 

assume scenario II the scenario that SPAR is facing or is realistically to be achieved. 

Especially for SPAR and since perishables are considered, the case pack size is considered to 

be one. Considering scenario II and the lot-for-lot ordering all experiment that are discussed in 

this paragraph will include the parameters and levels QL=0, RR=2 and LE=0. Since there are too 

many unique experiments with these parameters and levels, (11.520) for both regular and 

emergency shipments, not all possible relations will be shown. In this paragraph we will show 

only the most relevant findings. 

6.3.1 Operational insights 

In this section we will show how the emergency supply influences the outdating and fill rate 

performance under different input parameters and levels. In this section we will not take the cost 

into account. 

 

Amount and frequency of emergency shipments 

It is interesting to know how much of the supply is shipped with the emergency method, if used 

at all, and at what frequency at a certain fill rate. In Figure 6.3 we find an example with the 

product characteristics; σ
2
/µ=2, D=6, M=4, FIFO. Although the fill rate is not the target 

performance, minimizing cost is, we show here the efficient frontier of the relation between 

outdating and the fill rate under different percentages of emergency supply. 

 

 
FIGURE 6.3: OUTDATING VS. FILL RATE AND EMERGENCY SUPPLY (σ2/µ=2, D=6, M=4, FIFO) 
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In order to provide a rough idea on the operation of emergency shipments will provide an 

insight in the frequency of emergency supply. The average delivery frequency of emergency 

orders for the SPAR scenario is found to be 1,04 times each week with a range from zero to 5,8 

times per week. Approximately 80% of all experiments have a frequency of less than two times 

each week. However these figures include all safety stock combinations per experiment and thus 

not only the lowest cost combination per experiment.  

These figures show that only with a limited amount and frequency of emergency supply the 

dual sourcing strategy is effective. 

 

Shelf life (M) 

Figure 6.4 depicts that for products with a shelf life of two days it is almost not feasible, even 

with emergency shipments, to include these types of products in the assortment while aiming for 

a higher fill rate. On the other hand, for products with shelf life of nine days we find that almost 

no problems arise. The review period of two is sufficient to use the product under single 

sourcing while avoiding high outdating levels. 

 

 

FIGURE 6.4: OUTDATING VERSUS FILL RATE 

6.3.2 Cost performance 

Overall result 

By averaging all the experiments of scenario II and the SPAR lot size of zero (QL=0) we find a 

cost difference of 3,90%. Over all experiments with QL=0 this difference was 1,60%, this 

indicates that under the SPAR parameters there are more savings to be achieved when using 

emergency shipments than the average results already showed. Even if the emergency supply 

cost are 200% of purchase value the average cost difference is 1,63%.  

 

Emergency cost 

As explained earlier, if a cost difference of (almost) zero was found then the emergency source 

is not used and thus more expensive than the single sourcing strategy. Since the emergency cost 

is not known in advance and we aim to find under which cost it is still beneficial to use 

emergency shipments we will show how different emergency cost levels will influence the 

performance. Figure 6.5 shows a product with the following characteristics; σ2/µ =2, M=4, D=4, 

FIFO, CO=0,5, CL=2. 
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FIGURE 6.5 SUPPLY COST OVER DIFFERENT COST FACTOR LEVELS 

 

As can be seen from Figure 6.5 the regular columns (cost under single sourcing) remain equal 

since they are not influenced by the emergency costs. The levels for the emergency columns 

represent the lowest cost found with under the dual sourcing strategy. Under these 

characteristics we find that the emergency shipments are beneficial until a emergency level of 

0,5. At an emergency cost of 200% of the purchase value, the total relevant cost is the same as 

under the single sourcing strategy. This means that it is cheaper to operate a single sourcing 

strategy for this product and setting and just buffer with supply. 

 

Supply cost 

Here we will show an example product and explain how the model can be used. In Figure 6.6 

we find the lowest cost for experiment with σ
2
/µ=2, M=4, D=4, FIFO and the cost factors; 

CO=0,5, CL=5, CE=0,2. Under single sourcing the lowest cost is 1,348. Under the dual sourcing 

method the lowest cost is 1,281 which is 5,2% lower. Since the model minimizes cost and not 

optimizes the fill rate we find a different fill rates for each strategy. The minimal cost under 

single sourcing is achieved under a fill rate of 97,5%, under dual sourcing the resulting fill rate 

is 98,9%. 

We find for this item the relevant cost were 1,281 which means that based on the expected 

sales it costs 28,1% of purchase value to maintain this fill rate in the store. More specific, if 4 

products were set at a cost of 1, the expected sales are 3,956 and we assume 0,044 products will 

outdate. The 3,956 products that are sold have to be sold for at least a cost of 1,281 per product 

to cover the costs that are included in model. From operational view, we than can than consider 

if the resulting margin is enough to cover the remaining costs, e.g. overhead cost, and one can 

decide if the product should still be included in the assortment. 

  

FIGURE 6.6: MINIMUM RELEVANT COST OF STRATEGY 
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What are the effects of just increasing the frequency of regular supply? 

Since in the current situation most stores are only delivered once every two days there is also 

the possibility of increasing the frequency of regular supply under single sourcing and not use 

emergency shipments. By calculating the average costs over the single sourcing experiments 

between the regular review levels one and two we find the following; if the review period 

changes from two to one, the average cost decreases with 9,6%. Additionally, if one would add 

the emergency shipments, a further increase of 1,1% can be achieved resulting in a total 

difference of 10,7% with the current situation. If the review period is maintained at two days 

and we include the emergency shipments the average cost difference is 3,9% in favor of the dual 

sourcing concept. Of course the latter will be far less costly to operate since the emergency 

orders occur less frequent and the order sizes are smaller. Furthermore, there are additional costs 

involved when increasing the regular frequency that are not included in the model. 

Figure 6.7 shows the average cost difference under different emergency cost levels and 

strategies.  

 

 

FIGURE 6.7: RELATIVE COST DIFFERENCES 

6.4 Discussion 

In this chapter we have shown the general results and the specific SPAR results from the 

simulation. From the general results we find that the emergency shipment concept is most 

relevant when the review period is two, and the emergency lead time is zero (Scenario II). When 

the review period is one or the emergency lead time is one (Scenario I & III), the differences 

with single sourcing are small. Furthermore, under „extreme‟ situations where safety stocks are 

increased disproportional and when the fill rate is in the highest regions, the single supply 

strategy will outperform the dual supply policy.  

Considering the SPAR results we have shown that introducing a dual supply strategy can be 

recommended over the single sourcing strategy. We also gave an early indication in the effects 

of the strategy, by showing the emergency frequencies, and the influence of the percentage of 

emergency supply on the level of outdating. Furthermore, simply increasing the regular supply 

to 6 times each week will diminish the effect of the emergency shipments.  

As already mentioned the model assumes no typical week pattern in sales and does not 

include that there are no sales on Sundays. For SPAR this will mean that the results may be 

different. When the week pattern is included this will mean that the variation in daily demand is 

lower since the store manager can anticipate the demand based on the week pattern demand. 

However, since the shelf life of the perishables inventory will decrease with one day on Sunday 

the result for SPAR will be better than the model shows. The actual ordering behavior in the 

store is different with no sales on Sunday. The store managers order on the safe side to avoid 
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outdating at the end of Saturday and Sunday. Introducing the emergency shipments could 

reduce this behavior. 

In general the results show that even under high cost (CE=2) the emergency shipments are 

still beneficial for a retail store. This implicates that store managers should strive to maintain the 

optimal fill rate for the specific items even when this has to be achieved at high cost. This can 

even mean that store manager himself should buy at a competitor supermarket, specialist or 

wholesale supplier in order to solve an out of stock and keep the customer satisfied. 
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7. Implementation  

In this chapter we will briefly discuss the considerations regarding the actual implementation of 

a dual sourcing strategy with emergency shipments at SPAR. In this chapter we will assume that 

the emergency shipments are supplied by the SPAR Holding or via the SPAR suppliers. This 

has several reasons; the stores are limited in the assortment that is not purchased from the 

franchisor. Furthermore mainly in perishables the stores are prohibited to purchase items from 

certain categories outside the franchisor since the food quality and safety cannot be guaranteed 

and may harm the image of the franchisor and other franchisees. 

The feasibility of implementation will depend on the (logistic) cost of supply versus the cost 

saved by introducing the dual sourcing strategy due to less outdating and lost sales. The design 

of the supply chain network is the main cost determinant for the overall dual supply strategy. 

Since there are many decisions to be made regarding the supply chain network it makes no 

sense here to provide a cost calculation, therefore we will only discuss the relevant 

considerations that are involved. 

7.1 Emergency supply assortment 

Not all products can be included in the emergency assortment. The reason is that if every 

product is included the emergency shipments can be regarded as extra regular shipments. The 

drop sizes will be larger and the lead time of zero days will be harder to achieve. The picking of 

orders and delivery will take more time. Therefore, delivery before 09:00 at the store will be 

difficult. Due to these reasons, the cost to achieve this will also be higher while for most 

products it is not necessary to include in the emergency shipments since they can be managed 

with the current logistics. 

As already mentioned, the selection of the emergency supply assortment is an iterative 

process including the shipping cost and the cost under which a product can be included in the 

emergency shipment assortment. It remains an open question if enough products within the 

assortment apply to the necessary characteristics and still can be delivered with lower total 

relevant cost than under regular shipment. In the next paragraph the shipment cost will be 

discussed. 

7.2 Shipment cost 

There are actually two ways to look at the actual costs of emergency deliveries:  

1) There are fixed costs involved in each order / delivery. 

2) There are no fixed costs involved. 

When considering the first option we actually consider the joint replenishment problem as 

extensively described in the literature (Silver et al. (1998), Atkins and Iyogun (1988), 

Federgruen and Zheng (1992)). In this cost structure there are fixed (delivery) costs regardless 

of the amount of items shipped. This joint cost structure will benefit from economies of scale by 

increasing the different items that are replenished in the same delivery order (Federgruen and 

Zheng, (1992). Since there are fixed cost involved there is also a minimum order size since the 

fixed delivery cost will just be too high to overcome by the cost savings. Determining the 

emergency shipment assortment and minimum order size under this cost structure requires 

further computational analysis. In Table 7.1 we provide an example cost calculation under 

different fixed cost and emergency supply cost. With this table we aim to provide an insight in 

the number of items that are required to be shipped when we consider a fixed drop cost. We 
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consider an average purchase value of 1 cost unit and a fixed order drop cost of 25 and 80 cost 

units based on current practices in the industry. 

 

TABLE 7.1: MIMIMUM DROP SIZE 

 Minimum drop size* 

Emergency cost level Fixed cost 75 Fixed cost 25 

0,1 750 250 

0,2 375 125 

0,5 150 50 

2,0 37,5 12,5 

*in consumer units 

In option two there are no fixed order cost meaning that only the marginal delivery cost for each 

product have to be paid. This structure is desired when the drop sizes are small. Determination 

of the emergency shipments assortment is easy since these marginal costs under which a product 

is still recommended to include in the emergency shipment assortment are provided by the 

simulation model (chapter 6). In Table 7.2 we provide the marginal supply cost per product 

under different emergency cost levels. 

 

TABLE 7.2: MAX SUPPLY COST EACH PRODUCT 

Emergency cost level Marginal supply cost per product* 

0,1 0,10 

0,2 0,20 

0,5 0,50 

2,0 2,00 

  *cost unit 

 

7.3 Supply 

An important decision to be made is on the sourcing location and distribution method for the 

emergency orders. There are roughly two options, one option is to deliver the emergency orders 

from the SPAR distribution centre and the second option is to deliver the emergency shipments 

directly via the supplier. In the following sections we will discuss the considerations on these 

options. 

7.3.1 Supplier 

Depending on the shipment costs, deliveries directly from the supply have their advantages and 

disadvantages. Since in some perishable category groups there are many suppliers, drop sizes 

will be lower and the cost of supply per product will be higher. However the direct supply from 

the manufacturer is already used in the category bread where multiple local suppliers deliver to 

the stores. In this category the suppliers are nearby, the travel distances shorter and thus the cost 

of smaller drop sizes is limited. For other categories where this situation is not the case the 

logistics cost will be higher since the travel distance is longer and multiple suppliers make the 

„same‟ route to the store. There are however exceptions, in cut F&V, F&V and dairy (only day 

fresh) there is roughly one supplier each category. For these categories it could be cost efficient 

to supply directly, however logistically still three routes are driven. In categories where the 

number of suppliers is larger, e.g. meat and lunch meats, direct supply of products will result in 

multiple routes driven to the same store. A possibility arises for a milk run (Van der Vlist, 2007) 

where the products are picked up at the supplier and delivered to the stores in the same route. In 

the optimal situation a supplier or service provider can or will supply the items at marginal cost. 
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Further research is necessary on the possibilities and cost involved to determine if direct supply 

is an option for SPAR or other retailers.  

7.3.2 Distribution center 

A more cost efficient solution is delivery from the distribution centre. Products can be 

consolidated or picked in the distribution centre and transported in one route to the store. 

Currently a large part of the perishables is held on stock in the distribution centre. It is an option 

to pick the orders at the DC and deliver the orders in a special route. The (cut) F&V can be 

supplied to the distribution centre via the cross dock, DC inventory can be picked and 

consolidated with the cross dock supply into a container. Since orders have to be delivered in 

the morning this has implications for the DC operations. Picking can start approximately after 

18:00 when the orders arrive and can at latest be picked when the first shipments will be 

expedited. Distribution from the DC seems the most logical solution for SPAR since the cost 

will be lower than direct delivery and there are not that many changes with the current 

operations necessary. A downside compared to the direct delivery is that generally, if products 

are delivered directly from the supplier, the remaining shelf life (freshness) is assumed longer 

but since the remaining period in which the products have to be sold is shorter than normal there 

won‟t be a relevant difference in the average freshness. The remaining period is shorter since 

the emergency order is aimed to fulfill demand until the next regular order will arrive. The 

emergency order is between the regular order moments and thus this period is always shorter 

than the period between the regular shipments. 

7.3.3 Distribution 

Since it is essential that the orders are delivered in the morning, otherwise the effect will be 

diminished; the route to the stores can‟t take too long. This implicates that per route only a 

limited nr. of stores can be supplied. This will negatively affect the logistics cost involved. Here 

not the volume is the dependent factor, as with regular shipments, but the duration of driving the 

route. An optimal situation is when the distribution of emergency shipments is completely 

outsourced with a service provider, or other retailer who already drives a similar route to avoid 

high stop cost. This will reduce the cost per product. Integration with other retailers or service 

providers thus might provide a solution but needs further research.  

7.4 Handling 

Additional handling is involved by introducing the emergency orders. Overall these orders are 

smaller than normal and extra ordering time, picking time and delivery is necessary compared to 

the current situation. Although the frequency and order size of emergency orders is low these 

handling cost are expected to be high enough to include in determining the logistics cost of 

operating the emergency shipments, and thus determine overall feasibility.  

7.5 Store operation 

The store implementation of a dual sourcing strategy will implicate a change in ordering 

behavior at the store. Since ordering at SPAR is not automated, as in automated store ordering 

(ASO), the store personnel should initially order less of a product in the regular order and use 

the emergency order moment to further fulfill demand for the remaining period. Furthermore, 

one can consider using standing orders where each period a fixed order size of the particular 

item is shipped and the remaining part of the demand is fulfilled with emergency orders. Such a 

system of standing orders in combination with emergency shipments is already described and 

modeled by Rosenshine and Obee (1976). Although non-perishables are considered, the paper 
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includes penalty cost for selling of excessive inventory. The percentage of demand that is 

ordered via emergency order can initially be estimated by the insights created in chapter six and 

can eventually be determined based on experience.  

7.6 Benefits 

The savings involved are partly based on the lost sales cost. Although outdating cost can be 

measured directly, the lost sales cost cannot. Moreover, the lost sales cost is build up out of 

multiple factors; 

1) lost sales  

2) keeping the customer for the long term 

3) return of customers that previously were lost 

Considering these factors the benefits of implementation are not directly seen to full extend. It 

takes time to convince customers, who were lost to the competition because of a lower service 

level, to return to SPAR. On the other hand, less current customers will be lost to competition 

securing the turnover generated by these customers. Less lost sales will have a more direct 

impact, and will increase the turnover. 

Furthermore, the recent trend of online retailers which deliver the groceries at home may in 

the future be a threat to the local SPAR stores. Certain SPAR stores, where customers have less 

choice due to the location of the SPAR and competitor stores, may in the future face more 

competition from online retailers. 

 

Sharing the benefits 

The benefits and cost resulting in the use of a dual sourcing strategy are not equally divided 

over the SPAR store and SPAR distribution centre. Since all SPAR stores are franchisers, this 

has to be considered. The benefits of the dual sourcing strategy are mainly found at store level, 

outdating is reduced and extra turnover is generated. The SPAR Holding however also benefits 

from the larger turnover although the products that normally would outdate do not have to be 

supplied anymore and thus lowering turnover. The most cost that are made are the logistics cost 

and the extra handling cost. In principle these cost are for the SPAR Holding although, as in the 

current situation, the SPAR Holding can charge „drop‟ cost to the store. Ordering of an 

emergency shipment by the SPAR store when it is not necessary should be avoided. The costs 

involved should therefore be divided such that this behavior is discouraged. However, if these 

costs are too high for the retailer and the retailer is not convinced on the extra turnover that can 

be generated and the savings from less outdating, the SPAR store just will not use the 

emergency shipments. 
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8 Conclusions and recommendations  

The aim of the project was to find out if implementing a dual sourcing strategy could be feasible 

for SPAR when considering the relevant costs of outdating, emergency cost and lost sales. 

Based on the previous chapters we will conclude our findings and will show our 

recommendations for the implementation.  

8.1 Conclusions 

In this paragraph we will show the conclusions based on the different phases of the project. 

8.1.1 Supply chain analysis 

We established that the customer image of SPAR is below average. Therefore, improving 

availability, freshness and the assortment selection could in the long term generate extra 

turnover. The supply chain of SPAR is capable of delivering the products with a short enough 

throughput time. However, since the average drop sizes are small and distribution is costly, 

almost all stores are delivered only three times each week. This schedule, without daily 

delivery, creates difficulties in balancing outdating and lost sales. 

8.1.2 POS data, questionnaire and audit findings 

 

Traffic drivers 

The main traffic drivers for SPAR, which should have a high fill rate, are the perishables group 

more specific, the day fresh items within the categories, (cut) F&V, lunch meats, dairy and 

bread. All categories have higher outdating, lost sales cost and high perishability. 73% of the 

customers buy a product from the perishables category. The average visit frequency at SPAR 

was 3,4 and for the other store 1,0 indicating that the day fresh items are bought at SPAR and 

the week groceries at another supermarket.  

 

Customer behavior 

For SPAR we found that roughly three quarter of the customers also buy at another retailer. We 

logically also found that the „buy elsewhere‟ rate when facing an out of stock was higher than 

average. Indicating that the out of stock cost for SPAR is higher. Furthermore the delay 

purchase was also high, and the substitution level was found to be low.  

 

Service level & outdating 

From the store audit we found a high difference in ready rate and outdating level. The ready rate 

ranged from 88,4% until 98,8% for the sample products that were measured. The average 

outdating at the store also showed high differences. The level of outdating ranged from 2,4% to 

4,9%. Based on these figures we can determine that improving on fill rate and outdating levels 

is possible 

 

Store differences 

Significant differences were found between the customer behavior at higher and lower 

competition stores. At stores facing higher competition a larger percentage of customers also 

visit another store, and the visit frequency of the SPAR store is lower. Stores facing higher 

competition should have higher lost sales cost, and thus higher fill rates. We also found 

differences based on turnover. Stores which have higher turnover have a higher percentage of 

customers buying perishables which makes this product group more important. 
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8.1.3 Simulation results 

The simulation results showed that emergency shipments are most beneficial when there are no 

daily deliveries i.e. a review period larger than one and the lead time of emergency supply is 

zero. An interesting finding is that under more „extreme‟ circumstances when higher fill rates 

are achieved by very high safety stock the regular supply is more beneficial than the dual 

supply. Overall we find that under every parameter and level that is simulated there are 

situations where dual supply outperforms single supply.  

The results show that even under high cost the emergency shipments are still beneficial for a 

retail store. Store managers should strive to maintain the optimal fill rate, even when this means 

that store manager himself should buy at the competitor supermarket, specialist or wholesale 

supplier. 

The results with the SPAR parameters and levels show that using the emergency is even more 

beneficial than the general results already showed. We found an average cost difference of 

3,90%. For SPAR simply moving to a regular review of one while maintaining single sourcing 

is even better but this option is also far more costly. 

8.1.4 Research question; 

In this section we will provide the answer to the research question stated in chapter 3; 

“Is implementation a dual sourcing strategy with emergency shipments beneficial for SPAR 

when considering the total relevant cost of outdating, lost sales and emergency supply?” 

With this research we have showed that implementing emergency shipments will in the long 

term generate extra turnover and could thus be recommended for SPAR. Because of the low 

volumes increasing the delivery frequency to daily delivery is too costly but the introduction of 

the dual supply strategy with emergency shipments will make further differentiation of products 

and delivery frequency possible for products that require it. 

If SPAR is maintaining the current delivery schedule and wants to; offer a relative wide 

assortment, keep the customers at SPAR and don‟t want high outdating in return,  dual sourcing 

with emergency shipments could be the strategy for the future. 

The results shown here can also be applied to retailers which have a similar situation, 

meaning a regular review period larger than or equal to two and higher than average lost sales 

cost.  

8.2 Recommendations  

 

As concluded, the situation of SPAR suits the requirements in order to recommend the dual 

sourcing strategy with emergency shipments. Here we shortly explain our recommendations for 

implementing the dual sourcing strategy at SPAR. 

 

Supply cost 

Further research on the supply cost should make clear what the supply cost per product are and 

if under these cost it is still beneficial to include a product in the emergency assortment. If the 

remaining emergency assortment is large enough one can think of implementing the dual 

sourcing strategy. Logically if the supply cost is higher than the savings, implementation is not 

recommended. 
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Assortment 

For SPAR we recommend including the categories; (cut) F&V, Lunch meats and Dairy in the 

emergency shipment assortment. These categories are the main traffic drivers and thus are of 

high importance for the customer. 

 

Store differences 

We recommend increasing the lost sales cost for the stores facing higher competition, since the 

customer will buy the items at another store or will permanently leave. This will result in a 

higher fill rate for these stores compared to the stores which are facing less competition. 

 

Distribution 

Further research is necessary on the possibilities and cost involved to determine how the 

distribution could be arranged. An optimal situation would be to outsource the distribution to a 

service provider and when only mainly marginal costs have to be paid. 

 

Sharing the benefits 

Since the benefits and cost of operating dual sourcing are not equally divided one has to decide 

on the amount that will be charged for an emergency shipment by the SPAR Holding. 

Opportunistic behavior can be avoided by charging some amount for each shipment, however if 

this amount is too high the store will simply not order.  

 

8.3 Limitations  

The limitations of the research can be divided in the determination of the data collection and the 

simulation model. 

Data collection 

The analysis for determining the model input was based on research at data from six stores 

which were selected based on two characteristics with 2 levels. Extending the number of stores 

(within a specific combination) will improve the validity of the data analysis. Extending the 

differentiation in the store characteristics will make further differentiation possible when 

implementing emergency shipments. This can be e.g. including the retail floor space or the 

number of stock keeping units (SKU) in combination with demand.  

When performing research on customer behavior large data sets are desirable to derive valid 

conclusions on the behavior and the underlying reasons. Although in this research there was a 

relative large dataset of roughly 1000 customers there was a too low response on particular 

(sub) questions e.g. substitution and OOS occurrence to determine the underlying reasons or 

differences between the stores (characteristics). 

 

Simulation model (results) 

The simulation model only partly reflects the reality for SPAR. As denoted in the model 

assumptions the complex customer behavior as substitution effects were not modeled. 

Furthermore, a typical week pattern demand and no sales on Sunday were also not included.  
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8.4 Further research 

 

In this research we modeled a dual sourcing strategy to optimize the decision between outdating 

and lost sales. Further research to extend the validity of the model by including the different 

weekdays or substitution is not recommended. The model provides general insights and further 

extensions, e.g. substitution, can be influenced by varying the input parameters.  

Further research could focus on the implementation of emergency shipments, integrating the 

available model within the ASO systems or integration within the assortment planning process. 

 In chapter 7 we already provided some considerations considering implementation but no 

cost calculations were derived. One aspect to further research is how to arrange the shipments 

and how to allocate costs to the shipments. The selection of the emergency supply assortment is 

an iterative process including the shipping cost and the cost under which a product can be 

included in the emergency shipment assortment. It remains an open question if enough products 

within the assortment apply to the necessary characteristics and still can be delivered with lower 

total relevant cost than under regular shipment. Further research is necessary on the possibilities 

and cost involved of distribution and implementation options.  
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List of Abbreviations 

 

F&V Fruit and vegetables 

FIFO First in first out 

ASO Automated store ordering 

CO Consumer turnover 

CPFR Collaborative planning forecasting and replenishment 

DC Distribution center 

DF Day Fresh 

ECR Efficient consumer response 

EWA  Estimated withdrawal and aging 

FGP Factory gate price 

FTL Full truckload 

KW Dry groceries 

LIFO Last in first out 

LTL Less than full truckload 

MTS Make to stock 

OOS Out of stock 

POS Point of sales 

RFS Retail floor space 

SKU Stock keeping unit 

VMI Vendor managed inventory 

WF Week fresh 
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APPENDIX A: Store selection 
 

TABLE A1: SELECTED STORES AND CHARACTERISTICS 

Concept Name Competition Reputation Turnover Turnover % RFS (m2)  # Deliveries /w 

SPAR STORE_A Lower Higher Higher 91 450 4 

SPAR STORE_B Lower Lower Higher 69 250 3 

SPAR STORE_C Higher Lower Lower 44 330 3 

Attent STORE_D Lower Lower Lower 27 210 3 

SPAR STORE_E Lower Higher Lower 76 550 3 

SPAR STORE_F Higher Lower Higher 100 588 4 

SPAR STORE_G Higher Higher Lower 35 350 3 

SPAR  STORE_H Higher Higher Higher 76 434 4 

 

FIGURE A1: STORE LOCATION AND RELATIVE TURNOVER (RED = AUDIT LOCATIONS)  
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APPENDIX B: Questionnaire  

 (1) Time:                    (2) Location:                                 (3) M  /  F        

 

(4) Age category  

          <20     /     20-30     /     30-40     /     40-60     /    60> 

 

(5) Family size 

           1    /    2    /    3    /    4    /    5   /     ….. 

 

(6) Also visit different supermarket or specialist outside SPAR? 

          No    /     Yes       /       supermarket     /    specialist store    /   which one: 

 

(7) Visit frequency per week at SPAR and other store? 

        SPAR…….… times per ……………..       /     Other………..… times per …….…….                  

 

(8) Why not buy all groceries at SPAR? 

  Freshness   /    availability   /   wider assortment    /   price   /   competition    /   others:  

 

(9) Which type of groceries are typically on the SPAR grocery list? 

        Week groceries (non-perishables)     /    day fresh items     /    forgotten items 

 

(10) What category is mainly the reason to visit the SPAR? 

Non-perishables  

Fruit &vegetables  

Bread  

Meat / fish  

Lunch meats  

Dairy  

Cheese  

 

(11) What are the complementary items if a visit at SPAR took place? 

Non-perishables  

Fruit vegetables  

Bread  

Meat / fish  

Lunch meats  

Dairy  

Cheese  

 

(12) Which products you aimed to buy were out of stock? 

  

 

(13) If OOS occurred, what was your reaction or what are you planning to do? 

Different brand same product   /   different product   / don‟t buy   /   buy elsewhere   /   buy later at SPAR 

 

(14) What is your reaction when an OOS occurs regularly at the SPAR or other supermarket? 

        I won‟t visit SPAR anymore         /     No change, I don‟t have other possibilities 
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APPENDIX C: Sales data  
 

 
FIGURE C1: PRODUCT GROUP SALES 

 

 
 

FIGURE C2: SALES OVER PERIODS (1 YEAR) 

 

 
 

FIGURE C3: SALES IN % UNITS LEFT, CUMULATIVE (% UNITS) RIGHT 

 

 
FIGURE C4: HOURLY SALES /WEEKDAY 
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FIGURE C5: SALES (%UNITS) BEFORE AND AFTER 12.00 

 

 

 
FIGURE C6: WEEKLY STORE TURNOVER FLUCTUATIONS (1 YEAR PERIOD) 

 

 

FIGURE C7: EXAMPLE POS DATA ANALYSIS, OOS AND SUBSTITUTION IN BREAD  
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APPENDIX D: Questionnaire results 

TABLE D1: QUESTIONAIRE RESULTS 

Question Variable Question & Categories N Mean Std. deviation 

- COMPETITION Level of competition 984 0,3  

  0=low competition 687   

  1=high competition 297   

      

- TURNOVER Turnover 984 0,6  

  0=low turnover (<70%) 398   

  1=high turnover (>70%) 586   

      

(1) TIME Moment of survey (hour)    

  8:00-9:00        (0,3%) 3   

  9:00-10:00      (1,5%) 15   

  10:00 -11:00   (12,6%) 124   

  11:00-12:00    (18,6%) 180   

  12:00-13:00    (12,8%) 126   

  13:00-14:00    (13,0%) 128   

  14:00-15:00    (10,6%) 104   

  15:00-16:00    (11,1%) 109   

  16:00-17:00    (9,9%) 97   

  17:00-18:00    (10,0%) 98   

      

(2) LOCATION Store location 984   

  STORE_A    (18,9%) 186   

  STORE_B    (20,9%) 206   

  STORE_C    (13,3%) 131   

  STORE_D     (6,2%) 61   

  STORE_E    (23,8%) 234   

  STORE_F    (16,9%) 166   

      

(3) GENDER Gender 984 0,69 0,464 

  0=Male         (31,2%) 307   

  1=Female     (68,8%) 677   

      

(4) AGE Age category 984 3,89 0,891 

  1=<20         (2,2%) 22   

  2=20-30      (3,3%) 32   

  3=30-40      (22,9%) 225   

  4=40-60      (47,0%) 462   

  5=60>         (24,7%) 243   

      

(5) FAMILY What is your family size? 975 2,82 1,308 

  1        (18,2%) 179   

  2        (29,7%) 292   

  3        (14,4%) 142   

  4        (25,6%) 252   

  5        (11,2%) 110   

      

(6a) VISIT DIFFERENT STORE Do you also visit a different 

supermarket or specialist outside 

SPAR? 

984   

  0=No                      (23,8%) 234   

  1=Yes                     (76,2%) 750   

      

(6b) VISIT SUPERMARKET Do you visit another Supermarket?      680 0,69  

  0=No                     (30,9%) 304   

  1=Yes                    (69,1%) 680   
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Question Variable Question & Categories N Mean Std. deviation 

(6c) VISIT SPECIAL STORE Do you visit a Specialist store? 203 0,21  

  0=No                     (79,4%) 781   

  1= Yes                   (20,6%) 203   

      

(7)  How often do you visit the SPAR 

and the other store? 

   

 VISIT FREQUENCY SPAR SPAR 954 3,42 1,63 

 VISIT FREQUENCY 

OTHER 

Other store 930 0,98 0,80 

      

(8)  Why do you not buy all groceries at 

SPAR? Because of: 

   

 FRESHNESS Freshness 984 0,02  

  0=No                     (97,6%) 960   

  1= Yes                   (2,4%) 24   

 AVAILIABILITY Availability 984 0,05  

  0=No                     (95,4%) 939   

  1= Yes                   (4,6%) 45   

 ASSORTMENT Assortment 984 0,21  

  0=No                     (78,9%) 776   

  1= Yes                   (21,1%) 208   

 PRICE Price 984 0,46  

  0=No                     (53,9%) 530   

  1= Yes                   (46,1%) 454   

      

(9)  Which types of groceries are 

typically on the SPAR grocery list? 

984   

 BUY WEEK GROCERIES Week groceries 984 0,55  

  0=No                     (44,5%) 438   

  1= Yes                   (55,5%) 546   

 BUY  DAY FRESH 

GROCERIES 

Day fresh items  984 0,68  

  0=No                     (32,2%) 317   

  1= Yes                   (67,8%) 667   

 BUY FORGOTTEN 

GROCERIES 

Forgotten items   984 0,60  

  0=No                     (40,0%) 394   

  1= Yes                   (60,0%) 590   

      

(10)  What category is mainly the reason 

to visit the SPAR? 

984   

 BUY NON PERISHABLES Non-perishables           (68,2%) 984 0,68  

 F&V Fruit & vegetables       (76,5%) 984 0,77  

 BREAD Bread                            (87,2%) 984 0,87  

 MEAT Meat / fish                     (73,7%) 984 0,74  

 MEATS Lunch meats                 (76,5%) 984 0,77  

 DAIRY Dairy                            (77,0%) 984 0,77  

 CHEESE Cheese                          (72,1%) 984 0,72  

      

(11) EXTRA CATEGORIES What are the complementary items 

if a visit at SPAR took place? 

670   

  0=Nothing                              (47%) 315   

  1=Multiple categories            (48%) 327   

  Non perishables                       (4%) 28   

      

(12) OOS PRODUCTS Which products you aimed to buy 

were out of stock? 

* *  
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Question Variable Question & Categories N Mean Std. deviation 

(13) OOS REACTION If OOS occurred, what was your 

reaction or what are you planning 

to do? 

82   

  different brand same product   (6%) 5   

  different product                       (6%) 5   

  don‟t buy                                  (4%)   3   

  buy elsewhere                         (60%) 49   

  buy later at SPAR                   (24%)   20   

      

(14) OOS REACTION 2 What is your reaction when an OOS 

occurs regularly at the SPAR or 

other supermarket? 

52   

  I won‟t visit SPAR anymore     (6%)                3   

  No change, I don‟t have other 

possibilities                            (94%) 

49   

*Not available 

 

 

TABLE D2: SUBSTITUTION BEHAVIOUR ON STORE LEVEL 

Store Different 

brand 

Different  

product 

Buy 

elsewhere 

Delay 

purchase 

Do not 

purchase 

Total % Store 

customers   

STORE_A  2 12  1 15 8% 

STORE_B   1 2  3 2% 

STORE_C   5 1  6 5% 

STORE_D   1 3  4 7% 

STORE_E 4 2 1 3 1 11 5% 

STORE_F 1 1 29 11 1 43 26% 

Average 5 5 49 20 3 82  
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APPENDIX E: Audit results 
 

TABLE E1: SERVICE LEVEL PER PRODUCT 

# Product STORE_F STORE_C STORE_E STORE_D STORE_B STORE_A Average 

1 Cucumber 100,0% 94,9% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 99,1% 

2 Bananas 100,0% 92,3% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 98,7% 

3 Mushrooms 76,3% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 96,0% 

4 Cauliflower 92,5% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 98,8% 

5 Endive 100,0% 82,1% 100,0% 85,0% 100,0% 92,0% 93,2% 

6 Half cream milk 100,0% 81,3% 99,0% 85,0% 100,0% 100,0% 94,2% 

7 Fresh milk HV 2L 93,8% 77,9% 84,4% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 92,7% 

8 Low fat yoghurt 100,0% 59,2% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 93,2% 

9 Drink raspberry 66,3% 100,0% 83,3% 37,5% 80,0% 94,0% 76,8% 

10 Drink strawb/cherry 93,8% 100,0% 100,0% 83,8% 89,0% 49,0% 85,9% 

11 Vanilla custard 85,0% 81,3% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 94,4% 

12 Young cheese cut 87,5% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 97,9% 

13 Young mat. cheese cut 68,8% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 94,8% 

14 Filet am. Naturel 100,0% 83,0% 100,0% 60,0% 100,0% 66,0% 84,8% 

15 Chicken curry salad 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 95,0% 75,0% 95,0% 

16 Grilled sausage 100,0% 100,0% 83,3% 71,3% 100,0% 100,0% 92,4% 

17 Ham of the bone 100,0% 55,8% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 92,6% 

18 Minced beef 300 gr 100,0% 97,4% 93,8% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 98,5% 

19 Chicken fillet 2st 100,0% 96,6% 100,0% 83,8% 100,0% 100,0% 96,7% 

20 Bacon stripes twin 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

 Average Store 93,2% 90,1% 97,2% 90,3% 98,2% 93,8% 
 

 

TABLE E2: TOTAL OUTDATING VS. TOTAL TURNOVER 
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TABLE E3: TURNOVER SHARE VS. OUTDATING 

 
 

 

TABLE E4: OUTDATING VS. TURNOVER STORE_C 

Week Outdating % Turnover % Week Outdating % Turnover % 

1 77% 87% 18 75% 83% 

2 80% 73% 19 90% 80% 

3 79% 78% 20 96% 100% 

4 68% 83% 21 61% 80% 

5 77% 77% 22 71% 95% 

6 65% 76% 23 93% 94% 

7 74% 74% 24 78% 91% 

8 65% 71% 25 87% 93% 

9 70% 81% 26 73% 95% 

10 55% 76% 27 76% 86% 

11 61% 72% 28 82% 81% 

12 71% 74% 29 100% 80% 

13 81% 75% 30 85% 83% 

14 76% 80% 31 73% 86% 

15 79% 97% 32 82% 81% 

16 72% 97% 33 66% 84% 

17 80% 90% 34 59% 87% 
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APPENDIX F: General simulation results 

 

 

FIGURE F1: SCENARIO AND MEAN DEMAND 

FIGURE F2: SCENARIO AND VARIANCE TO MEAN 
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